FLIGHTLINE WINS CLASSIC IN A BREEZE

TODAY IN THE TDN

FASIG-TIPTON HOSTS 'NIGHT OF THE STARS' SUNDAY
REBEL'S ROMANCE A DIRT DEMON TURNED TURF MONSTER
MALATHAAT BEST--JUST--IN DISTAFF FOR THE AGES
ELITE POWER STAYS HOT IN BREEDERS’ CUP SPRINT
MODERN GAMES STREAKS HOME IN THE MILE
TUESDAY GIVES O'BRIEN, MOORE ANOTHER IN F/M TURF
GOODNIGHT OLIVE GETS THE JUMP IN F/M SPRINT
CODY'S WISH MAKES DREAMS COME TRUE IN DIRT MILE
CARAVEL CAUSES $87 UPSET IN THE TURF SPRINT

IN TDN EUROPE

APPLEBY AND O'BRIEN REPEAT THE DOSE

Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe/International

SEE HIS SONS AND IT ALL MAKES SENSE
Our Open House starts tomorrow, 1-3pm: the perfect chance to feast your eyes on Speaker’s Corner, Maxfield and the daddy of them all, Street Sense.
BREEDERS’ CUP STARS ARE BRED IN KENTUCKY

KENTUCKY-BREDS asserted their superiority on Championship Saturday, winning five Breeders’ Cup races, highlighted by a jaw-dropping score from undefeated FLIGHTLINE in the $6 million Breeders’ Cup Classic (G1).

This year’s wins give KENTUCKY-BREDS 240 Breeders’ Cup victories, more than any other state or country.

**FLIGHTLINE**
Breeders’ Cup Classic (G1)
F-T SAR ’19 - $1,000,000
Owners: Hronis Racing, Summer Wind Farm, West Point Thoroughbreds, Sierra Farm, and Woodford Racing
Breeder: Summer Wind Equine
Trainer: John Sadler

**GOODNIGHT OLIVE**
Filly and Mare Sprint (G1)
F-T Oct. ’19 - $170,000
Owners: First Row Partners & Team Hanley
Breeder: Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings
Trainer: Chad Brown

**CODY’S WISH**
Dirt Mile (G1)
Owner: Godolphin
Breeder: Godolphin
Trainer: Bill Mott

**ELITE POWER**
Sprint (G1)
Owner: Juddmonte
Breeder: Alpha Delta Stables
Trainer: Bill Mott

**MALATHAAT**
Distaff (G1)
KEESEP ’19 - $1,050,000
Owner: Shadwell Stable
Breeder: Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings
Trainer: Todd Pletcher

FIND YOUR KENTUCKY-BRED AT THE UPCOMING SALES:

FASIG-TIPTON NOVEMBER SALE – NOV. 6
KEENELAND NOVEMBER SALE – NOV. 7-17
PA-BRED

2022 BREEDERS’ CUP TURF SPRINT CHAMPION

CRAVEL

Congratulations!

PENNSYLVANIA BREEDER:
ELIZABETH M. MERRYMAN

pabred.com | #PABred on social media
Congratulations to Malathaat’s connections:
Owner Shadwell Stable,
Breeder Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC,
and Hall of Fame Trainer Todd Pletcher.

Stonestreet Stables’ Clairiere was 3rd.

Malathaat was one of three Breeders’ Cup winners on the day for Curlin.
No sire in the history of racing’s marquee event has sired three Breeders’ Cup winners on the same day.
Congratulations to the connections of Cody’s Wish: Owner/Breeder Godolphin, LLC, and Hall of Fame Trainer Bill Mott.

Cody’s Wish was one of three Breeders’ Cup winners on the day for Curlin. No sire in the history of racing’s marquee event has sired three Breeders’ Cup winners on the same day.
Congratulations to Elite Power’s connections:
Owner Juddmonte,
Breeder Alpha Delta Stables, LLC,
and Hall of Fame Trainer Bill Mott.

Elite Power was one of three Breeders’ Cup winners on the day for Curlin. No sire in the history of racing’s marquee event has sired three Breeders’ Cup winners on the same day.
Goodnight Olive was lights out in the Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint (G1) winning her 6th straight from 7 starts as the 9-5 favorite at Keeneland.

Congratulations to Goodnight Olive’s connections: Owners First Row Partners & Team Hanley, Breeder Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC, and Trainer Chad Brown.
On racing’s Championship day, 4 of the 9 Breeders’ Cup races yesterday were won by the progeny of Hill ‘n’ Dale stallions.
MOORE TAKES HOME SHOEMAKER AWARD

With three winners and three runner-up efforts over the course of the two days, Ryan Moore won the Shoemaker Award for outstanding jockey at the Breeders’ Cup.

BREEDERS’ CUP 39 SEES RECORD HANDLE

Total all-sources, global common-pool wagering of over $189 million established a new record turnover for the Breeders’ Cup.
WinStar
GRADE 1 WEANLINGS
SELLING NOW

IMPROBABLE
Undefeated G1-winning 2YO and Champion Older Male

GLOBAL CAMPAIGN
G1 winner by CURLIN; half-brother to Bolt d’Oro

TOM’S D’ETAT
G1 winner by SMART STRIKE, from the family of CANDY RIDE (ARG)

PROMISES FULFILLED
Brilliant G1 winner from the STORM CAT line with a 2-turn frame

WinStarFarm.com | 859.873.1717
FLIGHTLINE SOARS IN CLASSIC FOR AGES

by Steve Sherack

LEXINGTON, KY -- You can add horse of a lifetime to the superlatives now, too.

Unbeaten ‘TDN Rising Star’ Flightline (Tapit) ran to his already unworldly reputation, and, dare we say, even more, with a spectacular 8 1/4-length victory in Saturday’s $6-million GI Longines Breeders’ Cup Classic at Keeneland. Olympiad (Speightstown) and fellow ‘Rising Star’ Taiba (Gun Runner) filled out the minors.

“A great win today. He just ran beautiful; just like we thought he could,” said winning trainer John Sadler, who previously put to bed an 0-for-44 mark at the Championships with Accelerate’s win in the 2018 Classic.

“This is one of the greatest horses of all time.”

Just as it figured on paper, the 2-5 favorite chased from second as the classy returning GI Breeder’s Cup Dirt Mile winner ‘TDN Rising Star’ Life Is Good (Into Mischief) sped through punishing fractions of :22.55 and :45.47.

With the field down to seven midway through the backstretch run as top 3-year-old Epicenter (Not This Time) went wrong and was pulled up by Joel Rosario—more to come on the GI Runhappy Travers S. winner—the top two were in a race of their own as Life Is Good let it out a notch to lead by three lengths entering the far turn.

If you thought the place was already rocking from the sustained 20-plus mph winds throughout the day, you hadn’t seen nothing yet. Flightline, still on cruise control, made his move beneath Flavien Prat approaching the quarter pole and the crowd of 45,973 absolutely lost it. Life Is Good, out in the three path with Irad Ortiz, Jr. aboard, had no response as they straightened, and it was a sight to see from there. Cont. p4
Flightline Imperious In Classic cont.
Moving every bit as beautifully as 'Grand Slam' winner American Pharoah was down this same stretch in this race seven years ago, Flightline glided under the line all by himself while stopping the timer for 1 1/4 miles in 2:00.05, just a tick off the track record. Flightline was .02 of a second faster than American Pharoah’s Classic.

“I felt like I was in control the whole race,” Prat said after piloting home his fourth winner at the Championships. “Once I broke well and was where I wanted to be, I was in control. You never know what to expect because it’s horse racing. Sometimes it doesn’t happen the way you think it will. I can’t thank John Sadler and [assistant trainer and exercise rider] Juan Leyva enough.”

Campaigned in partnership by the all-star line-up of Hronis Racing, Siena Farm, breeder Summer Wind Equine, West Point Thoroughbreds and Woodford Racing, the $1-million Fasig-Tipton Saratoga yearling entered the Classic with a Herculean five-for-five record. The combined winning margin of those races was an incredible 62 3/4 lengths.

Flightline’s resume was previously headed by a trio of runaway victories in the GI Runhappy Malibu S., GI Hill ‘n’ Dale Metropolitan H. and a record-setting 19 1/4-length romp while making his two-turn debut in the GI TVG Pacific Classic S. The latter earned him an astronomic 126 Beyer Speed Figure and a negative 8 1/2 from Thoro-Graph, the fastest number the latter has ever given.

“He’s been brilliant,” Sadler said. “Brilliant is his normal. He didn’t disappoint. He never has. We’re just really thrilled.”
SILENT CANDY
BROODMARE | IN FOAL TO NOT THIS TIME
THE DAM OF EPICENTER

SELLING AT KEENELAND NOVEMBER
TAYLOR MADE
NOVEMBER.TAYLORMADEFARM.COM

EPICENTER
Flightline cont.

Now, for the question on everyone's mind. Will we see Flightline back for a 5-year-old campaign? Neither co-owner Kosta Hronis or Sadler was quite ready to provide an answer in the post-race press conference.

“The team behind Flightline, I've said this before and I'm going to say it again in front of the world, as blessed as the partnership is to be all together as the partners, to have a horse like Flightline in our lifetime is just unbelievable and great,” Hronis said.

“We're in a partnership. We're very respectful people and we respect the partnership. We'll all get together and discuss it at a later time and decide. We'll always do what's best by the horse. I can promise you that.”

Sadler concluded, “I'll be there in the morning to check him out. And then we'll let him tell us what the best thing is.”

Epicenter Update...

Epicenter was pulled up after sustaining an injury to his right forelimb and was attended to by KHRC Chief Veterinarian Dr. Nick Smith. He walked onto the equine ambulance and was transported to nearby Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital. After further evaluation by Dr. Larry Bramlage and his counterparts, Epicenter was found to have sustained a repairable displaced condylar fracture. He will undergo surgery Sunday morning.

Pedigree Notes...

Future Lane's End stallion Flightline becomes the seventh Breeders' Cup winner and first in the Classic for leading sire Tapit. Indian Charlie is also the broodmare sire of Breeders' Cup Sprint winner and champion sprinter Mitole and Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies runner-up Dayoutoftheoffice.

Breeder Jane Lyon bought Flightline's dam Feathered for $2.35 million at the 2016 Keeneland November sale. Feathered produced a 2-year-old full-brother to Flightline named Olivier, who RNA'd for $390,000 at the 2021 Fasig-Tipton Saratoga sale. Lyon is planning on racing him in partnership.

The 10-year-old mare also has a yearling colt by Curlin named Eagles Flight, a filly foaled May 17 by Into Mischief, and has been bred back to Tapit.

Flightline hails from a deep Phipps family. His third dam is MGISW Finder's Fee (Storm Cat), a daughter of GISW Fantastic Find (Mr. Prospector).
KEENELAND BREEDERS’ CUP
Moments
Saturday, Keeneland
LONGINES BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC-GI, $5,340,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 1 1/4m, 2:00.05, ft.

1--FLIGHTLINE, 126, c, 4, by Tapit
   1st Dam: Feathered (GSW & MGISP, $577,474), by Indian Charlie
   2nd Dam: Receipt, by Dynaformer
   3rd Dam: Finder’s Fee, by Storm Cat
‘TDN Rising Star’. ($1,000,000 Ylg ’19 FTSAUG). O-Hronis Racing LLC, Siena Farm LLC, Summer Wind Equine LLC, West Point Thoroughbreds & Woodford Racing, LLC; B-Summer Wind Equine LLC (KY); T-John W. Sadler; J-Flavien Prat.
$3,120,000. Lifetime Record: 6-6-0-0, $4,514,800. Werk Nick Rating: A++. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Olympiad, 126, c, 4, Speightstown--Tokyo Time, by Medaglia d’Oro. ($700,000 Ylg ’19 KEESSEP). O-Grandview Equine, Cheyenne Stable, LLC & LNJ Foxwoods; B-Emory A. Hamilton (KY); T-William I. Mott. $1,020,000.

3--Taiba, 122, c, 3, Gun Runner--Needmore Flattery, by Flatter. ‘TDN Rising Star’. ($140,000 Ylg ’20 FTKOCT; $1,700,000 2yo ’21 FTFMAR). O-Zedan Racing Stables, Inc.; B-Bruce C Ryan (KY); T-Bob Baffert. $540,000.

Margins: 8 1/4, HF, 2HF. Odds: 0.44, 26.88, 8.26.
Also Ran: Rich Strike, Life Is Good, Hot Rod Charlie, Happy Saver, Epicenter. Click for the Equibase.com chart and the TJCIS.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

PLEASE DON’T RETIRE THIS HORSE
by Bill Finley
“We need a hero,” owner Kosta Hronis said, overcome with emotion standing in the winner’s circle following the GI Breeders’ Cup Classic, where Flightline (Tapit) ran one of the greatest races in the long history of the sport.
“We need a champion,” he continued. “We need an undefeated horse. Someone who can go out and do this and that’s Flightline.” Cont. p7
PRE-REGISTER TO BID

FLIGHTLINE

A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

PURCHASE A FRACTIONAL INTEREST IN THE WORLD’S BEST RACEHORSE AND UNBEATEN BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC (G1) WINNER AT THE KEENELAND NOVEMBER BREEDING STOCK SALE

keeneland.com/flightline
Flightline can make a staggering amount next year as a stallion, far more than he ever could make on the racetrack. His five owners all say they are racing fans first, but they are also businesspeople and racing Flightline next year is just not economically practical. The insurance policy alone that they would have to take out would cost millions. He probably will be retired.

I’m trying not to be naive.

But neither will I give up hope.

The NBC cameras closed in on another owner, Terry Finley, after the race and there was a river of tears rushing down his cheeks. He was experiencing what we all hope to experience in our lives, a feeling of pure exhilaration, pure joy. I am sure the other owners, Hronis, Bill Farish, Jane Lyon and Anthony Manganaro all felt the same way. Perhaps other than the birth of a child, there is nothing else in life that can match this. It is indeed priceless.

Money is nice. Money is important. But Finley is never going to weep for joy after viewing the balance in his bank account. That feeling, those tears, what Terry Finley experienced Saturday, can be replicated maybe four or five times next year with what would no doubt be four or five more sensational performances. Does he or any of the other owners really want to let that go?

Cont. p8
UNDEFEATED FLIGHTLINE REIGNS SUPREME IN THE BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC (G1)

CONGRATULATIONS TO BREEDER SUMMER WIND FARM.

FLIGHTLINE
$4,514,800 IN EARNINGS
$1 MILLION YEARLING

OWNED BY HRONIS RACING LLC, SIENA FARM LLC, SUMMER WIND EQUINE LLC, WEST POINT THOROUGHBREDS AND WOODFORD RACING LLC
Finley cont.

I wouldn’t be saying that if this weren’t a once-in-a-lifetime horse. I wouldn’t have said that even with American Pharoah (Pioneerof the Nile) or Justify (Scat Daddy). They were wonderful horses, Triple Crown winners, but Flightline has gone to a place where those horses never went. He doesn’t live up to the hype. He smashes it. He makes the impossible seem ordinary.

After he won the GI Pacific Classic by 19 1/4 lengths it seemed Flightline could never surpass that performance. But he did. If ever he was going to be in a fight, this was it. The Classic was loaded and the seven opponents presented a far more difficult challenge than the one he faced out at Del Mar. But it was not a fight. It wasn’t even a skirmish. Under his passenger, Flavien Prat, he couldn’t have been more dominant. Flightline won by 8 1/4 lengths, turning the final two furlongs into a one-horse race. Once again, Prat never had to shift out of cruise control.

“How do you describe greatness?” trainer John Sadler said. “This is a rare horse. It happens every 20 or 30 years. One of the best American racehorses we’ve seen in a long, long time. And I’m talking back to Secretariat, Seattle Slew. You go through the list.”

It’s hard to compare Flightline to Secretariat because they are horses from two very different eras and Flightline has raced only six times. But Secretariat, it should be remembered, lost twice after his other-worldly performance in the 1973 GI Belmont S. and none of his races after the Belmont quite matched what he did that day when he redefined greatness in the Thoroughbred. Flightline somehow seems to get better with every race.

Who is the greatest ever, Flightline or Secretariat? Let’s just say this: they both belong in the conversation.

Cont. p9
FLIGHTLINE

A sensational victory in the Breeders' Cup Classic (G1), with a 8 1/4 length win...now a 4-time G1 winner and Breeders' Cup Champion.

OWNERS
HRONIS RACING LLC
Siena Farm LLC
Summer Wind Equine LLC
West Point Thoroughbreds
& Woodford Racing LLC

BREEDER
Summer Wind Equine

TRAINER
John Sadler

Follow-up

WATCH REPLAY

GAINESWAY
RYAN NORTON / LAKOTA GIBSON / BEN BOWANS
(859) 293-2676 | GAINESWAY.COM
Finley cont.

This sport can get you down. There have been the drug scandals with Jorge Navarro and Jason Servis and the rest. You have far too many groups and individuals trying to submarine the Horse Racing Integrity and Safety Authority. The safety and well-being of the animal, both during and after their careers, remains a constant worry. The struggle to get mainstream attention for the game seems like a never-ending, losing battle. On too many days at too many racetracks the grandstands are empty.

But Saturday, it was like those problems had vanished. In the moment, this was indeed the greatest game that there is and we all remembered why we fell in love with it in the first place. Thank you, Flightline.

“This is really good for the business,” Finley said.

Exactly.

So bring him back. While you’re at it, plan out a campaign that doesn’t include trips to the Middle East. If this isn’t going to be about the money then don’t make it about money. Make 2023 a celebration and a celebration of American racing. Put the fans first. Run in the GI Pegasus World Cup, the GI Santa Anita H. Come back in the Pacific Classic. End the year back at Santa Anita in the Classic and let’s see if he can win this time by a dozen lengths or more.

Then cash in and send him off to stud.

To ask the connections to run him next year is asking a lot. I understand that. It’s just that I don’t want to see this end and neither should his owners.
FROM THE BREEDERS’ CUP WINNER’S CIRCLE
TO THE KEENELAND SALES RING...

Caravel
Sensational Winner of the
Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint (G1)
Selling Monday | Hip 224

November Breeding Stock Sale
Sale Begins Monday, Nov. 7
WEEKEND OF CHAMPIONS ENDS WITH NIGHT OF STARS AT FASIG-TIPTON SUNDAY
by Jessica Martini

LEXINGTON, KY - Following two days of championship racing across town, the action moves inside to the sales ring at Newtown Paddocks for a glittering renewal of the Fasig-Tipton November sale Sunday. The boutique November sale, which produced its highest-ever gross a year ago when 149 horses sold for $103,699,000, will offer 320 catalogued lots this year.

“I said last year that I didn’t know what we could do for an encore and, while we still have to get a lot of valuable horses sold and sold well on Nov. 6, this is a great catalogue,” said Fasig-Tipton president Boyd Browning. “We truly could not be any more excited about our November sale for 2022.”

With supplemental entries still being accepted in the week ahead of sale time, the auction features one of its largest catalogues in recent memory and bidding begins at 1 p.m. with the first of 181 catalogued weanlings.

“It’s packed, packed, packed with quality horses,” Browning said of the catalogue. “We have got some of the finest quality fillies and mares coming off the racetrack. There are young mares in foal, there are proven producers at the highest level. It’s the best group of foals that we’ve ever had. The reception that we’ve gotten so far is extremely positive. I think people are excited about it.”

The Fasig-Tipton November catalogue received several big updates over the championship weekend. Cairo Consort (Cairo Prince) (hip 298) comes into the sale off a third-place effort in the GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf Friday, while Blue Stripe (Arg) (Equal Stripes {Arg}) (hip 316) heads to Fasig-Tipton off her dramatic runner-up effort in the GI Breeders’ Cup Distaff Saturday. Awesome Flower (Flower Alley) (hip 261) will be offered carrying a full-sibling to Saturday’s GI Breeders’ Cup Dirt
A DUO OF EXCEPTIONAL GRADE 1 PRODUCERS

Selling Monday, Nov. 7 | Keeneland November
Mile runner-up Cyberknife (Gun Runner), as will his weanling half-brother by Authentic (hip 125).

The Breeders’ Cup might be the main attraction for fans, but buyers and agents have been working the sale all weekend.

“Particularly for our marketplace, so many of the top buyers are focused on buying those horses,” Browning said. “I am not going to say there won’t be some participation in the Breeders’ Cup as well, but there are a lot of folks whose focus is going to be looking at horses and evaluating weanlings and fillies and mares and doing their homework.”

And, while a hometown Breeders’ Cup means less travel for most participants, the event is a boon for the sales wherever it is held each year.

“I think the Breeders’ Cup creates energy whether it’s held in Lexington or Los Angeles or Del Mar or Churchill,” Browning said. “The Breeders’ Cup in and of itself creates energy. It’s our championship event for our industry and it creates a buzz regardless of where it’s held.”

During the 2021 November sale, 26 horses sold for seven figures, with Whisper Hill Farm and Three Chimneys Farm purchasing the $5.2 million sale topper, Magical World (Distorted Humor).
THE WISH THAT CAME TRUE

Future Darley stallion Cody’s Wish closes brilliantly to win the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile. The kind of thrill memory is for.
ONCE A DIRT DEMON, NOW A 'REBEL' WITH A CAUSE ON TURF by Alan Carasso

Rebel's Romance (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) began his 4-year-old season as Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum's best hope for the G1 Dubai World Cup, what with his towering success in the G2 UAE Derby as a sophomore. When things on the main track went belly-up over the winter at Meydan, trainer Charlie Appleby and team were compelled to call an audible and switched the gelding--clearly bred to handle the turf--to that surface. The decision has paid off in spades, as the lanky dark bay ran his grass record to five wins from as many starts with a defeat of 12-1 Stone Age (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) in Saturday's GI Longines Breeders' Cup Turf at Keeneland.

Rebel's Romance, favored on the morning line, but off at nearly 6-1, was not particularly fast away and found himself in the slipstream of his GI Saratoga Derby and GIII Jockey Club Invitational winner Nation's Pride (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) in the latter third of the field early on. Bye Bye Melvin (Uncle Mo) made the running in advance of Channel Maker (English Channel)--making his fifth straight start in the Turf and sixth Breeders' Cup appearance overall--and the pace was sensible for the distance.

Held up behind midfield and racing with the well-backed War Like Goddess (English Channel) to his inside and the swansonging Mishriff (Ire) (Make Believe [GB]) to his outer, Rebel's Romance was patiently handled into the final half-mile by James Doyle and commenced an overland rally together with Mishriff as they entered the final five-sixteenths of a mile. Spun about six wide into the lane, Rebel's Romance showed a slightly better turn of acceleration than the 2021 Saudi Cup hero who tried to match strides in upper stretch and hit the front while racing on his incorrect lead with a furlong to travel before kicking on to a game score.

Stone Age ran on strongly for second ahead of War Like Goddess, who took the gap between the tiring pacesetters inside the furlong marker and settled for third. Mishriff, who is off to stud in France next year, covered 34 feet (nearly four lengths) more than the winner and rounded out the superfecta. Trainer Charlie Appleby completed a Breeders' Cup three-timer for the second year running, while James Doyle was winning a Breeders' Cup race for the first time.

The horse is maturing and well traveled now,” said Appleby. “What he's done this season on the turf has been--rejuvenated from a horse that at one stage we looked like we might have been losing him for a moment. But a typical Dubawi, he's gotten stronger. But full credit to the team. Delighted for James to have his first winner."

Added Doyle: “My sister [Sophie] has been over here a number of years. I hope I made her proud. I’ve let her down a few times coming over. Hopefully she enjoys this one. And obviously riding for the right team. Any ride for Charlie Appleby in the Breeders’ Cup, as we’ve seen, is pretty dangerous.”

With his treble over the weekend, Appleby has now trained the winners of nine Breeders’ Cup races.
What do stallions do when they’re sent their best book of mares – in fact, the best book of mares ANY stallion has been sent since Storm Cat back in 2007...? Well, we are about to find out.

Just imagine...

Darley
Longines Breeders’ Cup Turf cont.

After those two early-season dirt debacles at the Dubai World Cup Carnival, in which he was beaten by a combined 51 1/2 lengths, Rebel’s Romance was the handy winner of Newmarket’s Listed Fred Archer S. in his first spin on the turf June 25 ahead of a more narrow success in the G3 Glorious S. at Goodwood the following month. The hardy dark bay was back on the road just 16 days later, carrying Doyle to a neck score in the G1 Grosser Preis von Berlin at Hoppegarten and entered the Turf off a 3/4-length defeat of this year’s G1 Deutsches Derby hero Sammarco (Ire) (Camelot {GB}) in the G1 Preis von Europa at Cologne Sept. 25.

Pedigree Notes:

Rebel’s Romance is the fifth individual Breeders’ Cup winner for Dubawi, whose progeny have teamed to take down six trophies altogether, when factoring in Modern Games’s Mile victory a few races prior.

Rebel’s Romance’s stakes-placed dam is a daughter of multiple Group 3 winner Short Skirt, also third in the 2006 G1 Vodafone Epsom Oaks, who was purchased by Godolphin for 1.4 million gns out of the 2006 Tattersalls December Mare Sale. Short Skirt also went on to produce Volcanic Sky (GB) (Street Cry {Ire}), winner for Godolphin of the G3 Nad Al Sheba Trophy over 14 grassy furlongs.

Minidress is the dam of the 2-year-old colt Measured Time (GB) (Frankel {GB}). The mare’s foal of 2021, a filly by 2015 Turf runner-up Golden Horn (GB), sadly passed away this year.
THE FLIGHT of his life!

Saratoga Selected yearling sale grad

FLIGHTLINE

wins Breeders’ Cup Classic (G1),
romping by over 8 lengths!

Congratulations to
owners Hronis Racing,
Siena Farm, Summer Wind,
West Point Thoroughbreds,
and Woodford Racing;
trainer John Sadler;
breeder Summer Wind;
consignor Lane’s End.

Still undefeated
4-time G1 winner
Earnings $4.5M+

Fasig-Tipton
fasigtipton.com
Breeders’ Cup Turf cont.

Saturday, Keeneland

LONGINES BREEDERS’ CUP TURF-GI, $3,680,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 1 1/2mT, 2:26.35 (NTR), fm.

1--REBEL’S ROMANCE (IRE), 126, g, 4, by Dubawi (Ire)
   1st Dam: Minidress (GB) (SP-Eng), by Street Cry (Ire)
   2nd Dam: Short Skirt (GB), by Diktat (GB)
   3rd Dam: Much Too Risky (GB), by Bustino (GB)
   O/B-Godolphin (Ire); T-Charles Appleby; J-James Doyle.
   $2,080,000. Lifetime Record: MG1SW-Ger, GSW-Eng & UAE, 12-9-0-0, $2,934,610.
   Werk Nick Rating: A. Click for the enicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Stone Age (Ire), 122, c, 3, Galileo (Ire)--Bonanza Creek (Ire), by Anabaa. O-Peter M. Brant, Mrs. John Magnier, Michael B. Tabor, Derrick Smith & Westerberg; B-White Birch Farm Sc (Ire); T-Aidan P. O’Brien. $680,000.

3--War Like Goddess, 123, m, 5, English Channel--Misty North, by North Light (Ire). ($1,200 Wlg ’17 KEENOV; $1,000 RNA Ylg ’18 KEESEP; $30,000 2yo ’19 OBSOPEN). O-George Krikorian; B-Calumet Farm (KY); T-William I. Mott. $360,000.

Margins: 2 1/4, 3/4, NK. Odds: 5.96, 12.05, 3.47.

Also Ran: Mishriff (Ire), Nations Pride (Ire), Broome (Ire), Channel Maker, Master Piece (Chi), Bye Bye Melvin, Gold Phoenix (Ire), Red Knight, Highland Chief (Ire), Nautilus (Brz).

Click for the Equibase.com chart and the TJCIS.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

NO MAYBE ABOUT IT...MALATHAAT WINS AS DISTAFF DELIVERS AGAIN by Jessica Martini

LEXINGTON, KY - The Breeders’ Cup Distaff, which has produced so many memorable moments over the years, delivered yet another race for the ages as Shadwell Stable’s Malathaat (Curlin) got the bob over Blue Stripe (Arg) (Equal Stripes [Arg]) and Clairiere (Curlin) in a blanket three-horse finish. The 5-2 second choice behind her favored stablemate Nest (Curlin), Malathaat was unhurried from her inside post and settled well back as Society (Gun Runner) set the pace and Blue Stripe stalked the early leader down the backstretch. Nest began moving forward while some five wide as the field began to bunch up approaching the far turn and Malathaat shadowed her stablemate, while Clairiere continued to trail. Cont. p15
Longines Breeders’ Cup Distaff cont.

It was Secret Oath (Arrogate) who took the lead out of the turn as Nest’s rally began to fizzle, but the GI Kentucky Oaks winner began to tire with a furlong to run, leaving Blue Stripe with the lead in deep stretch. Malathaat was charging down the center of the track to her outside and Clairiere was sneaking up the rail as the wire loomed. All three hit the wire in near unison as track announcer Kurt Becker yelled, “Malathaat... Maybe! What a finish!”

“When we first watched the race, we thought we won, but they kept showing the replay and it got closer each time,” winning trainer Todd Pletcher said with a laugh. “She had a lot of momentum and I was hoping she had enough time to get there. She got her head down at the right moment.”

John Velazquez, who had the best seat in the house, also thought his filly had gotten to the wire first.

“I thought I got the bob and then I wasn’t sure,” Velazquez said. “When you have that much trust from a guy like Todd Pletcher who gives me the opportunity to ride these good horses, it makes it easy when you have to make adjustments during the race.”

Of Malathaat, who has now won 10 of 13 starts, Velazquez said, “Every race she runs, she shows up. She is a tough mare and I will miss her if they retire her.”

Connections of the second and third-place finishers were justifiably proud of the efforts of their charges.

“She ran absolutely great,” said Blue Stripe’s trainer Marcelo Polanco, while trainer Steve Asmussen said of Clairiere, “She ran a fabulous race. It was just inches... inches...”

The 2022 renewal will join the 2016 battle royale between Beholder and Songbird and the epic 1988 showdown between Personal Ensign and Winning Colors in the annals of Distaff history. Cont. p16
Distaff cont.

Malathaat won last year’s GI Kentucky Oaks and GI Alabama S. before ending her sophomore season with a third-place effort in the Distaff en route to earning year-end championship honors. Second behind Clairiere in the GI Ogden Phipps S. and GI Shuvee S. this past summer, the regally bred filly came into this year’s championship weekend off wins in the Aug. 27 GI Personal Ensign S. and over the Distaff’s track and trip in the Oct. 9 GI Spinster S.

Asked if Malathaat had run her last race, Shadwell manager Gregory Clarke said, “Wouldn’t it be lovely if she stayed in training? But what she’s accomplished is just incredible. We're just so blessed. We’ve gotten this far with her. She's at the top of her game. We'll see what Sheikha Hissa and the family want to do. But she’s a machine. She really is. We're over the moon.”

Pedigree Notes:

Malathaat's victory gave Curlin his third winner on the Breeders' Cup card Saturday, following Elite Power’s win in the Sprint and Cody’s Wish's win in the Dirt Mile, and fifth overall.

Dreaming of Julia, winner of the 2012 GI Frizette S., produced a filly by Medaglia d’Oro last year and a filly by Curlin this year. A daughter of 2007 GI Test S. winner Dream Rush and a half-sister to graded winner Dream Pauline (Tapit), she was bred back to Into Mischief.

Saturday, Keeneland

LONGINES BREEDERS’ CUP DISTAFF-GI, $1,800,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/8m, 1:49.07, ft.

1--MALATHAAT, 124, f, 4, by Curlin
   1st Dam: Dreaming of Julia (GISW, $874,500),
   by A.P. Indy
   2nd Dam: Dream Rush, by Wild Rush
   3rd Dam: Turbo Dream, by Unbridled
($1,050,000 Ylg '19 KEESEP). 'TDN Rising Star'. O-Shadwell Stable; B-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC (KY); T-Todd A. Pletcher; J-John R. Velazquez. $1,040,000. Lifetime Record: Ch. 3yo Filly, 14-10-3-1, $3,790,825. Werk Nick Rating: A+++. *Triple Plus*.* Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree or free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

We Sell Saturday Afternoon Horses

2--Blue Stripe (Arg), 124, m, 5, by Equal Stripes (Arg)
   1st Dam: Blues for Sale (Arg) (MGSW-Arg),
   by Not For Sale (Arg)
   2nd Dam: Key Cure, by Cure the Blues
   3rd Dam: Dancer's Key, by Key to the Mint
   O-Pozo de Luna, Inc.; B-La Manija (ARG); T-Marcelo Polanco.
   $340,000.

3--Clairiere, 124, f, 4, by Curlin
   1st Dam: Cavorting (MGISW, $2,063,000),
   by Bernardini
   2nd Dam: Promenade Girl, by Carson City
   3rd Dam: Promenade Colony, by Pleasant Colony

O-Stonestreet Stables LLC; B-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC (KY); T-Steven M. Asmussen. $180,000.

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE IN THE SPRINT

by Steve Sherack

LEXINGTON, KY -- Now that’s an ‘Elite’ sprinter.

Juddmonte’s streaking Elite Power (Curlin) came storming down the center of the course with massive strides to blow past longshot C Z Rocket (City Zip) and heavily favored champion Jackie’s Warrior (Maclean’s Music) to capture Saturday’s GI Breeders’ Cup Sprint at Keeneland. The 5-1 winner punched his ticket to the bluegrass with a visually impressive score in Belmont’s seven-furlong GII Vosburgh S.

Hall of Famer Bill Mott was also in the winner’s circle with another son of Curlin two races earlier on the card with Cody’s Wish in the GI Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile.

Cont. p18
Vente d'Élevage
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Breeders' Cup Sprint cont.

“The cut back today was always a little concerning when you are running against a horse as good as Jackie’s Warrior but hey, he come down in the middle of the racetrack and ran them all down,” Mott said after saddling his 12th winner at the Championships.

Seventh as 41-1 longshot Super Ocho (Chi) (Dubai Sky) led with Jackie’s Warrior sitting the trip in second through an opening quarter in :22.12, Elite Power appeared to have his work cut out for him as they approached the quarter pole.

Super Ocho cornered very wide and forced Jackie’s Warrior into the six path, but the 3-5 favorite still had dead aim. Elite Power was just getting warmed up though. Irad Ortiz, Jr. tipped the blaze-faced chestnut out into the clear and he came over the top like an absolute freight train down the lane to win going away by 1 1/4 lengths.

Off the board in a pair of attempts at three, Elite Power has been perfect in five attempts since kicking off the 2022 season with a third-place finish behind the promising ‘Rising Star’ Strobe (Into Mischief) at Churchill on Derby Day. A nine-length maiden winner beneath the Twin Spires June 5, he added two more victories in come-from-behind fashion, capturing a first-level allowance going a mile in Louisville June 30 and an optional claimer going six furlongs at Saratoga Sept. 3. The deep closer showed a new dimension last time in the five-horse field Vosburgh, sitting right on the pace in a race lacking any true early speed.

“I had the perfect trip,” Ortiz, Jr. said of his third Breeders’ Cup win of the weekend and 17th overall at the Championships. “He broke real sharp and I let him settle. I let the speed go. I was able to cut the corner around the turn. When I tipped him out, he was there for me. He kept going forward. He gave me a really good kick from the quarter-pole to the wire. He’s a nice horse. I rode him with a lot of confidence.” Cont. p19
ECLIPSE CHAMPION // Older Dirt Female

FIVE-TIME GRADE 1 WINNER // at Five Different Tracks

13-TIME WINNER // All in Graded Stakes

$7,471,520 // Earnings

FIRST FOAL AN “OUTSTANDING” COLT // by Curlin

SELLS IN FOAL TO TAPIT // Breed-shaping Stallion
Breeders' Cup Sprint cont.

Just like Juddmonte’s brilliant and gone-to-soon Classic winner Arrogate (Unbridled’s Song), Elite Power was also acquired at Keeneland’s auction house as a yearling for $900,000. Juddmonte has now won eight Breeders’ Cup races.

“Going back to when Prince Khalid was with us, he wanted to start buying some horses at the sales,” Juddmonte’s Garrett O’Rourke said. “Obviously, we got off to a good start with Arrogate and followed up with horses like this guy, beautiful horse from the very beginning.

He continued, “The satisfaction of racing at the top end and ultimately winning is what we’re all—there’s a huge crowd here today and every participant is having the same dream, and we’re lucky enough to be here.”

The tough-as-nails 8-year-old gelding C Z Rocket was also second in 2020 Sprint over this same course.

“I’m pretty happy,” trainer Peter Miller said. “Other than winning, I couldn’t be happier for this guy, at 8 years old, to run like this. It took a really big effort from the winner to beat us, I couldn’t be more proud of the team, and of the horse, and Flavien [Prat] gave him a great ride.”

Five-time GISW Jackie’s Warrior, also beaten as the favorite in the 2020 GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and last year’s Sprint, is slated to join the stallion barn at Spendthrift Farm in 2023.

“It’s just amazing that a horse as great as he is has never won a Breeders’ Cup race,” Hall of Fame trainer Steve Asmussen said. “He’s a very special horse—physically, mentally and his ability. It’s a disappointment. I don’t like the outcome, but hail to the victor.”
An International Superstar
Coming to Keeneland November

DREAMLOPER (IRE)

Dual Group 1 Winner Against Males
Won the G1 Prix d’Ispahan and G1 Prix du Moulin including a victory by 5 1/2 lengths over Breeders’ Cup winner Order Of Australia.

In Exceptional Company
Won the G1 Prix du Moulin as did champions Baaeed, Goldikova, Miesque, Sonic Lady, Ridgewood Pearl and more.

By the Brilliant Lope De Vega
Sire of 16 G1 winners on four continents including US G1 winners Aunt Pearl (IRE) and Newspaperofrecord (IRE).

RATED 120 | TOP-RATED TURF FEMALE TO SELL THIS YEAR

HIP 239 SELLING MONDAY, NOV. 7
Pedigree Notes:

Elite Power gave Curlin his second of three Breeders’ Cup winners on the card. He later was represented by heart-stopping Distaff heroine Malathaat upping his total to five. The 2007 GI Breeders’ Cup Classic winner is also the sire of Classic winner Vino Rosso and Juvenile hero Good Magic. His Stellar Wind was a painful second in the 2015 Distaff at Keeneland. Elite Power is Curlin’s 20th Grade I winner.

Broodmare sire Vindication concluded his four-for-four career with a win in the 2002 GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile at Arlington. Elite Power is bred on the same Curlin/Vindication cross as GI Preakness S. winner Exaggerator. Elite Power’s dam Broadway’s Alibi, a MGSW & GI Kentucky Oaks runner-up and Robsham homebred, brought $2.15 million from Alpha Delta Stables while in foal to Smart Strike at the 2013 KEENOV sale. Broadway’s Alibi is also represented by a Curlin colt of 2021. She was bred to City of Light for 2023.

Elite Power’s fourth dam is champion 2-year-old filly and GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies heroine Eliza (Mt. Livermore). This is also the family of GISW and young sire Dialed In (Mineshaft).

Saturday, Keeneland
QATAR RACING BREEDERS’ CUP SPRINT-GI, $1,840,000,
Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 6f, 1:09.11, ft.
1--ELITE POWER, 126, c, 4, by Curlin
1st Dam: Broadway’s Alibi (MGSW & GISP, $521,500),
by Vindication
2nd Dam: Broadway Gold, by Seeking the Gold
3rd Dam: Miss Doolittle, by Storm Cat
1ST GRADE I WIN. ($900,000 Ylg ’19 KEESEP). O-Juddmonte;
B-Alpha Delta Stables, LLC (KY); T-William I. Mott; J-Irad Ortiz,
Breeders' Cup Sprint cont.
3--Jackie's Warrior, 126, c, 4, Maclean's Music--Unicorn Girl, by A. P. Five Hundred. ($95,000 Ylg '19 KEESEP). O-J. Kirk & Judy Robison; B-J & J Stables (KY); T-Steve M. Asmussen. $180,000.

Margins: 1 1/4, HF, 3/4. Odds: 5.55, 31.45, 0.77.
Also Ran: Manny Wah, O Besos, Super Ocho (Chi), Kimari, American Theorem, Flash of Mischief, Willy Boi, Aloha West.
Click for the Equibase.com chart and the TJCIS.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

MODERN' LOVE IN THE MILE
by Alan Carasso

If you decided to swallow the skinny-ish 6-5 about Godolphin's Modern Games (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) in Saturday's GI Breeders' Cup Mile, Sponsored by the Permanently Disabled Jockeys' Fund (PDJF) at Keeneland Saturday, hey--you actually got paid this time around. Cont. p22
Half-sister to G1 winner and Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint Contender CHI TOWN LADY

CHI TOWN LADY
Winner of the G1 Test S.

HIP 105 f.
Game Winner – Toni’s Hollyday

Selling at FASIG-TIPTON | SUNDAY NOV 6
Paramount Sales, Agt.

Castleton
GIO PONTI
Inquiries to Pat Hayes: phayes@castletonlyons.com
2469 Iron Works Pike, Lexington, KY 40511  (859) 455-9222   www.castletonlyons.com
Breeders’ Cup Mile cont.

The striking chestnut, who exuded confidence and class throughout the week—as reported by TDN’s Steve Sherack and Christie DeBernardis on site—steamed down the center of the Keeneland turf course once produced in upper stretch by William Buick and raced away for a second consecutive victory at the Breeders’ Cup.

Modern Games looked a bit toey in the stalls and indeed, hopped at the break, but was able to establish a position in midpack as Smooth Like Strait (Midnight Lute) took pace pressure in the form of European raider Pogo (Ire) (Zebedee {GB}), who held his spot at the rail, forcing Smooth Like Strait to make the running from the two path. The speed was strong enough—:23 flat for the opening quarter and :46.81 past midway—and that would have been much to the liking of Buick, who began to feel for Modern Games at the five-sixteenths pole, with 2020 Mile hero Order of Australia (GB) (Australia {GB}) lapped to his outside. The duo crept into a striking position as they neared the stretch, was swung out wide when push came to shove and showed a more decisive finishing kick than the Ballydoyle runner, hitting another gear entering the final furlong before motoring home to score cozily. ‘TDN Rising Star’ Shirl’s Speight (Speightstown) ran on gamely and outfinished Kinross (GB) (Kingman {GB}), who worked out a nice trip from a double-digit draw beneath Frankie Dettori, to be third.

Modern Games was famously erroneously scratched after breaking through the inside stall before last year’s GI Juvenile Turf, then was unscratched, but ultimately ran for purse money only. He duly won the race with a minimum of fuss. Modern Games, 6-5 on the tote as the gates sprung Saturday, returned $4.76—or nearly 7-5—under the new penny breakage rules in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Cont. p23
Dam of MARACUJA ($588,200), who defeated GI Breeders’ Cup Distaff winning Champion MALATHAAT, to win the GI Coaching Club American Oaks

- Dam REGAL PENNANT was a 2YO Stakes Winner (1st Ontario Debutante)
- Half-sister REGALLY APPEALING was a 2YO Stakes Winner (1st GII Adirondack S.)
- Half-sister REGAL MISS COPELAN was a 2YO Stakes Winner (1st Colleen S.)
- Immediate family of APPEALING TALE (MGSW, $773,222) and ROCKPORT HARBOR (GSW, $324,800, Sire).

In foal to 1st-Crop Stallion CHARLATAN, MGI winner of over $4 million

Selling with BACCARI BLOODSTOCK at Fasig-Tipton TODAY

Visit us at Barn 3
baccaribloodstock@live.com | 405.740.9620
Breeders' Cup Mile cont.

Domestic Spending (GB) (Kingman {GB}) was pulled up and out of the race at the half-mile pole by Flavien Prat. A statement from Breeders' Cup said the 5-year-old was off in his left hind, was attended to by veterinarians and transported back to the barn by equine ambulance. There was no indication of lower-limb fracture, the statement said, and he was being stabilized for transfer to Rood & Riddle for further evaluation. Later in the afternoon trainer Chad Brown tweeted that Domestic Spending had suffered 'a serious pelvic fracture' and that he would provide updates when available.

“He has so many attributes to himself--his size, he's neat, he's nimble,” said trainer Charlie Appleby, celebrating an eighth Breeders' Cup success and fifth in the last two years. “That's why I think he's always thrived on these tracks here. Wherever he is, he's small enough to get through the gaps and he's neat enough to get around those turns.”

With Coroebus (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) and Native Trail (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}) the team for the 'Boys in Blue' for the G1 English 2000 Guineas--they ultimately ran 1-2--Modern Games made the French equivalent a few weeks later his seasonal debut and validated 2-1 favoritism. Third in the G1 Prix du Jockey Club over a stamina-stretching 2100 meters, he was a slightly disappointing fifth in the G1 Prix Jean Prat going seven furlongs ahead of a brave second to Baaeed (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}) in the G1 Sussex S. at Goodwood July 27. A slashing, 5 1/4-length winner over Ivar (Brz) (Agnes Gold {Jpn}) in the GI Ricoh Woodbine Mile Sept. 17, the chestnut was back at home for his latest in the G1 Queen Elizabeth S. over rain-affected Ascot turf on QIPCO British Champions S. Oct. 15.

“He finished second [to Bayside Boy {Ire}, by New Bay {GB}] and from start to finish hated the ground, [that's ]the horse he is. A true warrior,” said Appleby. Cont. p24
Breeders' Cup Mile cont.

Modern Games will be programmed for races like the G1 Lockinge S. and G1 Queen Anne S. early next season, with a return to California for a defense of his title very much on the cards, Appleby said.

Pedigree Notes:

The all-conquering Dubawi was earning a fifth Breeders’ Cup race winner (Rebel's Romance would go on to make it a half-dozen in the Turf), including champion Yibir (GB) and Mile winner Space Blues (Ire) in addition to Modern Games last year.

As if his female family needed further burnishing, Modern Games’s year-younger half-sister Mawj (Ire) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}) was second in the G3 Albany S. at Royal Ascot this past June before going one better in the G2 Duchess of Cambridge S. during Newmarket’s July meeting. Mawj was most recently third to Lezoo (GB) (Zoustar {Aus})—whom she beat in the Duke of Cambridge—and Friday’s GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf romper Meditate (Ire) (No Nay Never) in the G1 Cheveley Park S. at headquarters Sept. 24.

The last reported foal out of Modern Ideals is a yearling filly by Mastercraftsman (Ire). Modern Games’s female family also includes the outstanding Bosra Sham (Woodman) and her full-brother Hector Protector.

Saturday, Keeneland

FANDUEL BREEDERS’ CUP MILE PRESENTED BY PDJF-GI, $1,840,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 1mT, 1:33.96, fm.

1—MODERN GAMES (IRE), 123, c, 3, by Dubawi (Ire)

1st Dam: Modern Ideals (GB), by New Approach (Ire)

2nd Dam: Epitome (Ire), by Nashwan

3rd Dam: Proskona, by Mr. Prospector

O-Godolphin, LLC Lessee; B-Godolphin (IRE); T-Charles Appleby; J-William T. Buick. $1,040,000. Lifetime Record: 13-7-3-1, $3,176,716. *1/2 to Mawj (Ire) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}), GSW & G1SP-Eng, $153,786; 1/2 to Modern News (GB) (Shamardal), SW & MGSP-Eng, SP-UAE, $201,610. Werk Nick Rating: A++. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree or free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2—Shirl’s Speight, 126, h, 5, Speightstown—Perfect Shirl, by Perfect Soul (Ire). ‘TDN Rising Star’. O/B-Charles E. Fipke (KY); T-Roger L. Attfield. $340,000.

3—Kinross (GB), 126, g, 5, Kingman (GB)—Ceilidh House (GB), by Selkirk. ‘TDN Rising Star’. O/Marcstown Thoroughbreds; B-Lawn Stud (GB); T-Ralph Beckett. $180,000.
HIP 225
pizza bianca
GI BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF WINNER

DEFEATED 10 FUTURE GSWs IN THE BREEDERS’ CUP

SELLING TONIGHT AT FASIG-TIPTON NIGHT OF STARS
Margins: 3/4, NO, NK. Odds: 1.38, 55.67, 9.39. Also Ran: Ivar (Brz), Malavath (Ire), Order of Australia (Ire), Pogo (Ire), Beyond Brilliant, Smooth Like Strait, Regal Glory, Annapolis, Dreamloper (Ire), Front Run the Fed, Domestic Spending (GB). Scratched: Gear Jockey, King Cause.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or the TJIS.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

TUESDAY BEST ON SATURDAY

by Christina Bossinakis
LEXINGTON, KY -- There are few partnerships that have been as productive or have been firing more live ammunition during the Breeders' Cup thus far than the Coolmore group, Aidan O'Brien and jockey Ryan Moore. Following a pair of championship victories Friday, the triumvirate came right back on Breeders' Cup Saturday to annex the GI Maker's Mark Filly & Mare Turf with the impeccably bred Tuesday (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), who closed with a flourish to best dual Grade I winner In Italian (Dubawi {Ire}).

The victory is the first in the race for O'Brien, who now has 16 World Championship victories, and the second for Moore, who won the 2013 running aboard Dank (GB). With Saturday's victory, Moore has 12 Breeders' Cup wins.

It was clear that Coolmore meant business in this year's renewal of the 1 3/16th race, also offering up G1 Prix Saint Alary scorer Above The Curve (American Pharoah), trained by O'Brien's son Joseph, and the diminutive Toy (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), runner-up in this season's G1 Juddmonte Irish Oaks for the elder O'Brien.

Cont. p26
HIP 232
By top broodmare sire
MORE THAN READY
SELFLESSLY

A PRECOCIOUS RACE FILLY:
Broke her maiden in Belmont’s MISS GRILLO S. (G2) at 2
Won Saratoga’s LAKE GEORGE S. (G3) over a talented field at 3

AND A YOUNG, PROVEN PRODUCER OF QUALITY:

FIRST FOAL is an incredibly strong filly by LAOBAN—HIP 73
Bred on the same cross as G1-winning 2YO filly SIMPLY RAVISHING

HIP 232
SELFLESSLY
In foal to CHARLATAN on 1 COVER (March 26th)

HIP 73
LAOBAN – SELFLESSLY FILLY

ELITE SALES
Fasig Tipton
Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf cont.
The most fancied of the trio at 4-1, Tuesday was being reunited with Moore, who had been aboard for her G1 Cazoo Oaks victory in June, but was absent for her two latest off-the-board finishes in Group 1 company in France earlier this fall. Taking much of the play at the windows at 5-2, however, was Nashwa (GB) (Frankel {GB}), victorious in both the G1 Prix de Diane at Chantilly and Goodwood’s G1 Nassau S. and narrowly beaten in second most recently in the Oct. 2 G1 Prix de l’Opera.

Tuesday was shuffled back into seventh as In Italian assumed her customary place at the head of affairs through a sharp opening quarter in :22.82 before slowing things down a hair to a more sensible :46.38 half. With In Italian still moving comfortably up front, Tuesday began to pick up the tempo exiting that backstretch. With a pair of longshots briefly looming as the pacesetter turned for home, Tuesday cut into the leader’s diminishing advantage, collared her in the final sixteenth and was a length clear at the wire. ‘TDN Rising Star’ Lady Speightspeare (Speightstown), who challenged In Italian at the head of the stretch, finished a half-length back of In Italian in third and two lengths in front of the favored Nashwa.

“The race was very straightforward,” said Moore. “Pace was strong and even. She was in a good rhythm. I was always confident and finished up very well. Aidan [O’Brien] had her in an unbelievable place today. The horse has been magnificent and has been most of the year. She has bounced back.”

Following her Oaks victory, the daughter of dual Group 1 winning Lillie Langtry (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}) was fourth in the G1 Irish Derby at the Curragh before getting a brief freshening. A length back of subsequent Arc heroine Alpinista (GB) (Frankel {GB}) in G1 Yorkshire Oaks Aug. 18, Tuesday ran fourth in the G1 Prix Vermeille before finishing sixth in the Prix de l’Opera. Cont. p27
Mandaloun
by Into Mischief
$25,000 LFSN

Undefeated at 2 • TDN Rising Star • KENTUCKY DERBY (G1) • Haskell (G1) • Risen Star (G2) • Louisiana Stakes (G3)

Aaron West
(501) 766-5906 (c)

Now available for inspection.
Filly & Mare Turf cont.

“It’s incredible for everyone that’s involved in the whole place,” said O’Brien. “She’s a filly that won the [Epsom] Oaks when she was barely three and we were conscious of that, so we let her dally through the rest of the year. We had our eye on this race for her. She’s an amazing filly from an unbelievable pedigree as well. Totally 100% homebred which makes this incredible and a privilege for us. Ryan [Moore] gave her a stunning ride.”

As for the beaten favorite, trainer John Gosden explained, “Obviously, we were a little slow way from the gate, and lost the benefit of our post position. We got a little bit too far back on what is a fast track with a tailwind. Then pinned down on the inside, couldn’t get out. Finally got out and the race was over but she was running on very well there. It would be sharp enough for her, this distance. She’s a grand filly and we’ll be looking at next year with her.”

Pedigree Notes:

Tuesday, a Coolmore homebred, offers a pedigree as good as anything that can be found in racing. By pre-eminent international sire Galileo, the sophomore filly is a daughter of English Highweight Lillie Langtry, winner of the 2010 G1 Coronation S. and Gl Matron S. Also campaigned by Coolmore, Lillie Langtry has proven prolific as a broodmare, having produced highweight middle distance mare and dual Group 1 winner Minding (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), G1 Irish 1000 Guineas victress Empress Josephine (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) and Group 3 scorer Kissed By Angels (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}). Her last reported foal is a juvenile full sister to Tuesday named Delightful (Ire).

Saturday, Keeneland

MAKER’S MARK BREEDERS’ CUP FILLY AND MARE TURF-GI, $1,840,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 3/16mT, 1:51.88, fm.

1--TUESDAY (IRE), 120, f, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Lillie Langtry (Ire) (Hwt. 3yo Filly-Eng at 7-9 1/2f, G1SW-Eng & Ire, $1,361,940), by Danehill Dancer (Ire)

2nd Dam: Hoity Toity (GB), by Darshaan (GB)

3rd Dam: Hiwaayati (GB), by Shadeed

O-Westerberg Limited, Mrs. John Magnier, Michael B. Tabor and Derrick Smith; B-Coolmore (IRE); T-Aidan P. O’Brien; J-Ryan L Moore. $1,040,000. Lifetime Record: G1SW-Eng, G1SP-Ire, 10-3-3-1, $1,828,827. *Full to Kissed By Angels (Ire), GSW-Ire; Empress Josephine (Ire), G1SW-Ire, GISP-USA, $366,222; Minding (Ire), Hwt. 2yo Filly-Eur & Ire, Hwt. 3yo-Eur, Eng & Ire at 7-9.5f, Hwt. Older Mare-Eur & Ire at 9.5-11f, MG1SW-Ire & Ire, $3,213,340. Werk Nick Rating: A+++.

*Triple Plus*. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree or free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

ANOTHER GRADE 1 WINNER BRED IN IRELAND

2--In Italian (GB), 124, f, 4, by Dubawi (Ire)

1st Dam: Florentina (Aus) (GSW-Aus, $250,958), by Redoute’s Choice (Aus)

2nd Dam: Celebria (Aus), by Peintre Celebre

3rd Dam: Twyla (Aus), by Danehill

(475,000gns Ylg ’19 TATOCT). ‘TDN Rising Star’. O-Peter M. Brant; B-Fairway Thoroughbreds (GB); T-Chad C. Brown. $340,000.

3--Lady Speightspeare, 124, f, 4, by Speightstown

1st Dam: Lady Shakespeare (MGSW-USA, SW-Can, $495,608), by Theatrical (Ire)

2nd Dam: Lady Shirl, by That’s a Nice

3rd Dam: Canonization, by Native Heritage

‘TDN Rising Star’. O/B-Charles E. Fipke (KY); T-Roger L. Attfield. $180,000.

Broken and Trained at MCKATHAN BROTHERS

Margins: 1, HF, 2. Odds: 4.19, 2.96, 32.12.

Also Ran: Nashwa (GB), Moira, Mise En Scene (GB), Above the Curve, Virginia Joy (Ger), Toy (Ire), Family Way, Rougir (Fr), Going to Vegas.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or the TJCIS.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.
FIRST FOALS SELLING IN NOVEMBER

**DAREDEVIL**
More Than Ready - Chasethewildwind, by Forty Niner

**TWO FIRST-CROP CLASSIC WINNERS**
First Foals Back in the U.S. This Year

**GAME WINNER**
Candy Ride (ARG) - Indyan Giving, by A.P. Indy

**CHAMPION TWO-YEAR-OLD**

**GIFT BOX**
Twirling Candy - Special Me, by Unbridled’s Song

**HIGHEST-EARNING COLT BY CLASSIC SIRE TWIRLING CANDY AT STUD**

**HONOR A. P.**

**102 BEYER IN SANTA ANITA DERBY (G1)**

lanesend.com
Phone: 859.873.7300
GOODNIGHT OLIVE ANYTHING BUT THE 'PITS' IN FILLY & MARE SPRINT by Alan Carasso

Breeders' Cup Saturday was off to a good start for chalk players, as First Row Partners and Team Hanley's Goodnight Olive (Ghostzapper) gave those that backed her into 9-5 favoritism a few anxious moments when in tight quarters for a few strides, but she launched a well-timed bid three wide into the Keeneland stretch and drew clear as much the best in the GI Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint.

Away to an almost too-sharp beginning from her middle gate, the $170,000 Fasig-Tipton Kentucky July yearling purchase raced in the second flight of horses as the rail-drawn Slammed (Marking) argued the early pace inside of 2021 runner-up Edgeway (Competitive Edge) through a solid opening quarter of :22.10, with Lady Rocket (Tale of the Cat) and outposted 'TDN Rising Star' Echo Zulu (Gun Runner) on the pace three and four deep, respectively. Taken hold of so as not to run up on the heels of Lady Rocket as they hit the turn, Goodnight Olive still traveled well and was given her cue at the five-sixteenths, just as Echo Zulu was launching a simultaneous bid one path to her outside. Goodnight Olive was kicked into the lead by Irad Ortiz, Jr. outside of a tiring Edgeway with a bit more than a furlong and a half to travel and was not in danger from there, as last year's GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies heroine closed gamely for second. Wicked Halo (Gun Runner), winner of the GII Lexus Raven Run S. over the course and distance just two weeks back, carved out an inside trip from a high draw of her own and boxed on well to complete the exacta.

Goodnight Olive is the second Breeders' Cup winner for Ghostzapper, whose daughter Judy the Beauty won this event in 2014. It was a second F/M Sprint for Chad Brown, having saddled Wavell Avenue (Harlington) to an upset when Keeneland hosted the Breeders' Cup for the first time in 2015 and his 16th championship victory overall. With the win, Ortiz, Jr. overtakes Jerry Bailey and Joel Rosario with his 16th winner at the Breeders' Cup, good for third-most in history behind Mike Smith (27) and John Velazquez (18).

Goodnight Olive was making just her 10th career trip to the races and has been something of a project for Brown. A wide-margin maiden winner at this track a bit more than year ago, Goodnight Olive romped by nine lengths in an Aqueduct allowance last November before hitting the shelf. Highly impressive in winning her second allowance condition in her first try over this distance in June, she cleared her next level at Saratoga Aug. 7 and was exiting a 2 3/4-length success in the GI Ballerina S. at the Spa Aug. 28.

“With all the stoppages and such, we really utilized her allowance conditions and tried to develop her not throw too much too soon at her,” said Brown. “I think that's why she does have this almost flawless record is just taking it step by step with her.”

Steve Laymon heads up First Row Partners, which includes owners from California and Montana, and was part of the group that campaigned the Brown-conditioned 2014 GI Breeders' Cup Filly & Mare Turf heroine Dayatthespa (City Zip).

“We're so privileged to have a group of guys that--most of my guys have been in the horse business along the way,” Laymon said. “But about five years ago, one of my partners that sits next to me, in the first row at Saratoga, leaned over and said, 'I want to do horses with you.' So I brought two groups together. There's six of us that make up First Row Partners. And we have a wonderful group of guys. And Chad got to know those guys.”

Pedigree Notes:
Sensational winner of the 2004 GI Breeders' Cup Classic at Lone Star Park, Ghostzapper has 14 top-level winners, six of which--remarkably--have scored at least one of those victories over the specialist distance of seven furlongs (Guarana, Paulassilverlining, Judy the Beauty, Better Lucky and Nucky).
Selling in Book 1 of Keeneland November

HIP 23 | WEANLING COLT BY JUSTIFY
Half to Spinaway S. (GI) winner Sippican Harbor

HIP 123 | NEREID
Grade 1 winner and Stakes producer in foal to Charlatan

HIP 124 | WEANLING COLT BY TAPIT
Out of Grade 1 winner Nereid and a half to SW/GSP Figarella’s Queen

HIP 155 | WEANLING COLT BY UNCLE MO
Out of a Stakes-winning mare

HIP 159 | WEANLING COLT BY INTO MISCHIEF
Out of multiple Grade 1 winner Separationofpowers

HIP 182 | DIVA DELITE
Dam of champion Midnight Bisou and Breeders’ Cup contender Verifying, is in foal to Gun Runner

HIP 224 | CARAVEL
Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint (GI) Winner

Selling Monday, Nov. 7

Into Mischief colt out of Grade 1 winner Separationofpowers.

Grade 1 producer Diva Delite is in foal to Gun Runner.

Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint (GI) Winner Caravel.
Cody's Wish scores a poignant victory in the Dirt Mile

By Christie DeBernardis

LEXINGTON, KY--Godolphin homebred Cody's Wish (Curlin) made quite a few wishes come true beneath cloudy skies Saturday when rallying from well back and edging MGISW Cyberknife (Gun Runner) to take the GI Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile at Keeneland.

The colt was named for 16-year-old Cody Dorman, who met the bay when he was just a foal at Gainsborough as part of Keeneland's Make-a-Wish day. Cody's Wish put his head in the young boy's lap, making an instant connection, and his story has touched many in the racing world. Dorman and his family were on hand all week ready to root his namesake on. Click here to read about both Codys.

"That was very special," said trainer Bill Mott. "There's a big story behind it. Goes to show that the Make A Wish Foundation can make it very special for someone. The performance was awesome. He made a huge run turning for home."

Favored at 2-1 off a win in the GI Forego S., Cody's Wish was unhurried early, caboosing the field as Pipeline (Speightstown) blitzed through a :22.20 first quarter with Gunite (Gun Runner) in tow and Cyberknife keeping close watch from a two-wide fourth. Cyberknife moved first as the half went in :45.71, but Cody's Wish had been popped the question as well by Junior Alvarado and began to make rapid progress up the outside. Gunite inherited the lead entering the bend with Cyberknife breathing down his neck and Cody's Wish charging up to confront them. They entered the lane three abreast and Gunite quickly waved the white flag, leaving the top two to battle it out. And they did indeed. The colts went stride-for-stride down the lane with Cody's Wish edging his younger foe late for a storybook ending to the Dirt Mile.

Cont. p30
Buy the best that Australia has to offer in 2023.

Inglis Classic Yearling Sale
February 12-14, 2023

Inglis Premier Yearling Sale
March 5-7, 2023

Inglis Easter Yearling Sale
April 3-4, 2023

Inglis Chairman’s Sale
May 4, 2023

Inglis Bloodstock CEO Sebastian Hutch is attending the Fasig-Tipton November Sale and the Keeneland November Sale.

Get in touch to discuss your trip to Australia.
Sebastian.Hutch@Inglis.com.au +61 423 770 854
Longshot Slow Down Andy (Nyquist) rounded out the trifecta with Gunite holding fourth. Slow Down Andy's rider Mario Gutierrez claimed foul against Cyberknife for interference in the stretch, but the stewards left the result as is after an inquiry.

“I probably didn’t have the trip that I was planning,” said an exuberant Junior Alvarado, who is a first-time Breeders' Cup winner. “He didn’t break great, so I just took my time with him. I didn’t want to rush him. He’s a horse that can get a little rank. I took it little by little. By the 3/8th pole I was getting excited, but I knew there was a lot of race left to run. He finished up really well for me. When we turned for home, I knew I had the horse.”

A three-time winner during his 2021 campaign, Cody’s Wish kicked off 2022 with a neck second in Tampa’s GIII Challenger S. Mar. 12 and romped by five lengths next out in the one-mile GIII Westchester S. in the slop at Belmont May 7. Scoring by a neck next out over the re-opposing Three Technique (Mr Speaker) in Churchill’s Hanshin S. July 4, the homebred came running late to take down champion Jackie’s Warrior (Maclean’s Music) in Saratoga’s Forego Aug. 27, earning a gaudy 112 Beyer Speed Figure.

Pedigree Notes:

Cody’s Wish became the third Breeders' Cup winner for the mighty Curlin, following GI Breeders' Cup Classic hero Vino Rosso and GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile scorer Good Magic and later added two more winners. While Tapit has sired several Breeders' Cup winners, this is his first as a broodmare sire. Godolphin went to $750,000 to acquire his dam Dance Card (Tapit) and the 2011 FTTFEB sale. She captured the GI Gazelle S. and was third in her trip to the Breeders' Cup in 2013 for the GI BC F/M Sprint S. Prior to Cody’s Wish, she produced MGSP Endorsed (Medaglia d’Oro) and SP Bocephus (Medaglia d’Oro). Her recent produce includes a yearling colt by Into Mischief and a weanling filly by Street Sense. She was bred to Gun Runner this year.

Saturday, Keeneland

BIG ASS FANS BREEDERS' CUP DIRT MILE-GI, $910,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 1m, 1:35.33, ft.
1--CODY’S WISH, 126, c, 4, by Curlin
1st Dam: Dance Card (GISW, $502,200), by Tapit
2nd Dam: Tempting Note, by Editor’s Note
3rd Dam: Tempt, by Devil's Bag
O/B-Godolphin (KY); T-William I. Mott; J-Junior Alvarado.

CARAVEL WIRES THE TURF SPRINT

by Jessica Martini

LEXINGTON, KY - Gutsy Pennsylvania-bred mare Caravel (Mizzen Mast) took the field wire-to-wire and just held off Emaraaty Ana (GB) (Shamardal) with Creative Force (Ire) (Dubawi [Ire]) closing powerfully late to give Godolphin the two-three in the GI Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint Saturday at Keeneland.

The gray mare, dismissed at 42-1, shot out to the early lead as favored Golden Pal (Uncle Mo), who had been expected to set the pace, was off to a slow start after jumping at the break. The favorite was rushing up through the field, while Caravel set the tempo through an opening quarter in :21.91. Caravel turned for home a length in front and was still clear as the half went up in :44.25. Emaraaty Ana, a 21-1 outsider himself, was tracking the
Once in a Blue Moon...

#237 - WAKANAKA (IRE)
Power - Storyline, by Kodiak

WAKANAKA winning the Fall Harvest S. at Keeneland Saturday

CATALOG UPDATE

• Winner of the Fall Harvest S. at Keeneland on Breeders' Cup Day!
• MGSW, G1SP and winner of the Dance Smartly S. (G2)

• Keeneland November Sale •
Selling Monday, November 7
Barn 9

Meg Levy: 859.619.7190  |  www.bluewatersales.com
pacesetter from the rail and when Caravel drifted ever so slightly off the rail, Ryan Moore sent the 6-year-old through the narrow opening. Caravel refused to let that rival get by her, finishing a determined half-length victory.

“She broke alertly. No one really went, so I decided to take control of things,” said winning jockey Tyler Gaffalione, who captured his first Breeders’ Cup race just Friday. “Coming into the stretch, she just kept finding more. She’s a very solid filly. She shows up every time. She’s trained by one of the best in the country, Brad Cox. He brings them over ready to fire.”

Golden Pal, looking for his third Breeders’ Cup win, faded in the stretch to finish 10th. Trainer Wesley Ward also saddled Campanelle (Ire) (Kodiac {GB}), who was stymied by a traffic-plagued trip before checking in seventh.

Caravel trailed the field home in last year’s Turf Sprint for trainer Graham Motion and owner/breeder Elizabeth Merryman and co-owner Bobby Flay. She went through the sales ring just days later and was purchased for $500,000 by the partnership of Qatar Racing, Marc Detampel and Madaket Stables at the Fasig-Tipton November sale. Transferred to Brad Cox, the gray mare added wins in the Queen S. at Turfway in March, the GIII Intercontinental S. in June at Belmont and the Smart N Fancy S. at Saratoga in August. She tuned up for her second Breeders’ Cup engagement with a victory over the Turf Sprint’s course and trip in the Oct. 16 GIII Franklin S.

“She was running back in 20 days, but had a race over the course,” said Cox. “She was doing extremely, extremely well. She’s a filly that has had a hard time keeping on weight and since the end of the summer, she’s really blossomed. We decided to take a swing and it worked out.”

The mare could make another appearance in the sales ring this coming week. She is entered as hip 224 in Monday’s session of the Keeneland November sale.

“She’s in the sale; we’ll have to discuss with the partnership and [Hunter Valley Farm’s] Fergus Galvin and Marc and Brad and we’ll see what’s going on,” said Sheikh Fahad of Qatar Racing. “She’s improving, which is going to make it very tough trying to sell her or keep her. But we’ll see.”

Pedigree Notes:
Mizzen Mast became the second straight stallion to have been trained by the late Bobby Frankel to have a winner on the Breeders’ Cup card, following Ghostzapper’s triumph with Goodnight Olive in the Filly and Mare Sprint. The Juddmonte stallion is also the sire of two-time Turf Sprint winner Mizdirection.

Zeezee Zoomzoom, who is also the dam of 3-year-old stakes winner Witty (Great Notion), produced a colt by Great Notion in 2021 and a filly by Street Boss this year.
A picture is worth...

Unbeaten G2 winner at 2, Multiple Derby prep winner at 3 — Pioneerof the Nile’s best-bred son

Thousand Words
Look for first weanlings at F-T & Kee Nov.

Pioneerof the Nile - Pomeroy's Pistol
Saturday, Keeneland
BREEDERS’ CUP TURF SPRINT-GI, $920,000, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, 5 1/2F, 1:01.79, fm.
1–CARAVEL, 123, m, 5, by Mizzen Mast
1st Dam: Zezee Zoomzoom, by Congrats
2nd Dam: Zee Zee, by Exchange Rate
3rd Dam: Emblem of Hope, by Dynaformer

1ST GRADE I WIN. ($330,000 RNA 3yo ’20 WANOCT; $500,000 4yo ’21 FTKNOV). O-Qatar Racing, Marc Detampel & Madaket Stables LLC; B-Elizabeth M. Merryman (PA); T-Brad H. Cox; J-Tyler Gaffalione. $520,000. Lifetime Record: 20-12-0-3, $1,331,152. *1/2 to Witty (Great Notion), MSW, $275,900.
Werk Nick Rating: A++. Click for the enNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2–Emaraaty Ana (GB), 126, g, 6, Shamardal–Spirit of Dubai (Ire), by Cape Cross (Ire). O-Godolphin, LLC Lessee; B-Rabbah Bloodstock Limited (GB); T-Kevin A. Ryan. $170,000.

3–Creative Force (Ire), 126, g, 4, Dubawi (Ire)–Choose Me (Ire), by Choisir (Aus). (€400,000 Ylg ’19 GOFOR). O-Godolphin, LLC Lessee; B-Owenstown Bloodstock Ltd (IRE); T-Charles Appleby. $90,000.
Margins: HF, NK, 1. Odds: 42.89, 21.05, 7.50.
Also Ran: Highfield Princess (Fr), Artemus Citylimits, Flotus (Ire), Campanelle (Ire), Arrest Me Red, Casa Creed, Golden Pal, Cazadero, Go Bears Go (Ire), Oceanic, Naval Crown (GB). Scratched: Bran (Fr), Dancing Buck.
Click for the Equibase.com chart and the TJCI.com PPs. VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

MOORE WINS BILL SHOEMAKER AWARD
Ryan Moore, who guided three horses to Breeders’ Cup victories during the Breeders’ Cup World Championships at Keeneland Nov. 4-5, won the 20th Bill Shoemaker Award for the outstanding jockey of the two-day event. The Shoemaker Award goes to the jockey who rides the most winners in the 14 Championship races with the tiebreaker being 10-3-1 point system for second- through fourth-place finishes.
Moore, who also won the Shoemaker Award in 2015, won Saturday’s GI Maker’s Mark Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf on Tuesday (Ire), and Friday’s GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf on Victoria Road (Ire) in addition to the GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf on Meditate (Ire). He also finished three seconds with Stone Age (Ire) in the GI Longines Breeders’ Cup Turf, Emaraaty (GB) in the GI Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint and Dramatised (Ire) in the GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf Sprint.
Irad Ortiz, Jr., winner of the past four Shoemaker Awards, also rode three winners, including a pair Saturday, but only had one runner-up finish.
Come and have some fun, enjoy the sun and invest in Australia whilst the US Dollar is rising 19% higher than this time last year.

AUSTRALIAN YEARLING MARKET GROSS
2012 = A$234 million
2022 = A$621 million

AUSTRALIAN PRIZEMONEY OVER
A$986 million

DOLLAR
$1 USD = $1.58 AUD
RECORD HANDLE FOR 39TH BREEDERS' CUP

Total all-sources, global common-pool handle for the two-day Breeders' Cup World Championships at Keeneland was $189,060,373, establishing a new record. That represents a 3.4% increase over the previous mark of $182,908,409 set last year at Del Mar and an 18% increase from the $160,472,893 at Keeneland during the COVID-impacted 2020 championships.

The total common-pool handle on Saturday’s live 12-race program was a record $122,918,607, while the corresponding figure from Friday’s 12-race card was $66,141,766, also a record for a Breeders’ Cup Friday. For the fifth consecutive year, Breeders’ Cup staged all five juvenile races on Friday.

“We witnessed a spectacular two days of racing capped by Flightline’s absolute brilliance in the Longines Breeders’ Cup Classic, once again showcasing the best Thoroughbreds from around the world and we want to thank our partners here at Keeneland, who did a phenomenal job, and the greater Lexington community,” said Breeders’ Cup president and CEO Drew Fleming. “The Breeders’ Cup is truly an international championship event and the very best our sport has to offer.”

On-track handle for the two days was $28,326,478. Saturday’s attendance was 45,973 and the two-day on-track attendance was 85,824.

The Breeders’ Cup World Championships will return to Santa Anita Park in 2023 for its 40th running.

FRIDAY BC WINNERS IN FINE FORM

All of the Friday Breeders’ Cup winners came back in fine form, according to their respective trainers Saturday, topped by Gl Breeders’ Cup Juvenile winner Forte (Violence).

“He’s happy and proud of himself this morning,” trainer Todd Pletcher said. “I thought he was more professional yesterday than he was when he won the [GI Claiborne] Breeders’ Futurity here.”

Pletcher said Forte would get a little break--“not sure where”--and then look at a two-prep program from Pletcher’s winter base at Palm Beach Downs in Florida leading up to the 2023 Gl Kentucky Derby.

Mark Casse was still basking in the glow of Wonder Wheel’s (Into Mischief) win in the Gl Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies.

“I think the performance was amazing by Tyler [Gaffalione] and Wonder Wheel,” Casse said. “They were both dealt a tough hand. Things didn’t go as planned. Obviously, we figured we would be up a little closer early. She didn’t break running like she has in the past, and she just put in an amazing trip. With the spots that Tyler had to go through it was astonishing actually. Tyler can only do those things when he has a horse like her. I’ve been doing this for 40-something years. There’s not a lot of awe moments, but that was an awe moment for me. She’s a young horse that had to overcome a lot of adversities and she won with authority so I’m very proud of her, and proud of our entire organization.”

Casse reported that Wonder Wheel will ship out Sunday morning to spend the winter at his training facility in Ocala, Florida while they assess the next move for the filly.

The European runners, who swept Friday’s turf races, were all reported to be in fine form as well.
RISING STAR LEADS SHORT, BUT SWEET NASHUA FIELD

'TDN Rising Star’ Signator (Tapit) looks to take his young career to the next level in Sunday’s GIII Nashua S. at Aqueduct. Second on debut going six panels at the Big A, the $1.7 million OBSAPR buy broke through in a big way next out going a mile in Ozone Park Oct. 14.

His biggest competition will come from Full Moon Madness (Into Mischief). Kicking off his career with a pair of second at Saratoga July 23 and Sept. 3, the homebred graduated by 5 3/4 lengths sprinting in the slop at this venue Oct. 1. He tries a mile for the first time here.

Rodolphe Brisset ships in with a horse who already owns a win at that distance, albeit at a much easier venue. American Speed (More Than Ready) broke through at second asking going a mile at Indiana Aug. 31, earning his diploma by four lengths.

STONEREATH FARM OWNER BROWN PASSES AWAY

Darrell Brown, who owned and operated Stonereath Farm in Bourbon County, Kentucky, for four decades, has passed away. He was to turn 88 years old next month.

Born Dec. 14, 1934, to Joseph and Ona Brown in Oklahoma City, Brown grew up during the Oklahoma dust bowl and attended school in a one-room schoolhouse in Mustang, Oklahoma, before proceeding to public school and the University of Oklahoma. He flew in the Air Force during the Vietnam War, delivering helicopter blades to Da Nang and also transporting caskets back to the U.S.
Breeders’ Cup congratulates the Breeders’ Cup Championship Grooms who were awarded Best Turned Out for Future Stars Friday, November 4, 2022. Each Groom receives a recognition certificate, $500, and a custom Fenwick throw blanket.

**Breeders’ Cup**
- **Juvenile Turf Sprint (GI) Groom:** LORENZO GUITERREZ
  - Horse: Tyler’s Tribe
  - Trainer: Timothy E. Martin
  - Owner: Timothy E. Martin & Thomas D. Lepic

**NetJets Breeders’ Cup**
- **Juvenile Fillies (GI) Groom:** LEONARDO PARADELA
  - Horse: Alma Rosa
  - Trainer: Bernardo G. Lopez
  - Owner: Ivan Rodriguez

**Breeders’ Cup**
- **Juvenile Fillies Turf (GI) Groom:** DEVON BURLAND
  - Horse: Cairo Consort
  - Trainer: Nathan Squires
  - Owner: William B. Thompson, Jr.

**FanDuel Breeders’ Cup**
- **Juvenile (GI) Groom:** KINNE LAROSE
  - Horse: Curly Jack
  - Trainer: Thomas M. Amoss
  - Owner: Michael McLoughlin

**Breeders’ Cup**
- **Juvenile Turf (GI) Groom:** YVONNE ZURCHER
  - Horse: Victoria Road
  - Trainer: Aidan P. O’Brien
  - Owner: Westerburg, Mrs. John Magnier, Michael B. Tabor & Derrick Smith
Breeders’ Cup congratulates the Breeders’ Cup Championship Grooms who were awarded Best Turned Out for Championships Saturday, November 5, 2022. Each Groom receives a recognition certificate, $500, and a custom Fennick throw blanket.

**Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Sprint (GI) Groom:**
**Trace Messina**
- Horse: Lady Rocket
- Trainer: Brad H. Cox
- Owner: Frank Fletcher Racing Operations, Inc. & Ten Strike Racing

**Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint (GI) Groom:**
**Alex Oliva**
- Horse: Casa Creed
- Trainer: William L. Mott
- Owner: LRE Racing, LLC & JEH Racing Stable, LLC

**Big Ass Fans Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile (GI) Groom:**
**Edgar Playeras**
- Horse: Pipeline
- Trainer: Chad C. Brown
- Owner: John D. Gunther & Eurowest Bloodstock Services

**Maker’s Mark Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf (GI) Groom:**
**Wilson Gonzalez**
- Horse: Family Way
- Trainer: Brendan P. Walsh
- Owner: Hunter Valley Farm, Debra L. O’Connor & Marc Detampel

**Qatar Racing Breeders’ Cup Sprint (GI) Groom:**
**Ernesto Sanchez**
- Horse: Willy Boi
- Trainer: Jorge Delgado
- Owner: Lea Farms, LLC

**FanDuel Breeders’ Cup Mile (GI) Groom:**
**Martin Estrada**
- Horse: Annapolis
- Trainer: Todd A. Pletcher
- Owner: Bass Racing, LLC

**Longines Breeders’ Cup Distaff (GI) Groom:**
**Ignacio Delarosa**
- Horse: Society
- Trainer: Steven M. Asmussen
- Owner: Pater E. Blum Thoroughbreds, LLC

**Longines Breeders’ Cup Turf (GI) Groom:**
**Lisa Conway**
- Horse: Highland Chief
- Trainer: H. Graham Motion
- Owner: Mrs. Fitthay

**Longines Breeders’ Cup Classic (GI) Groom:**
**Adolfo Correa**
- Horse: Flightline
- Trainer: John W. Sadler
- Owner: Kronis Racing, LLC, Summer Wind Equine, LLC, West Point Thoroughbreds, Siena Farm, LLC & Woodford Racing, LLC
### Sunday, Woodbine #8, post time: 4:58 p.m. EST

**AUTUMN S.-GII**, C$175,000, 3yo/up, 1 1/16m (AWT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
<th>TRAINER</th>
<th>JOCKEY</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Harlan Estate</td>
<td>Kantharos</td>
<td>ERJ Racing, LLC, Exline-Border Racing LLC, Madaket Stables LLC and Scherer, Clay</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Salles</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Novo Sol (Brz)</td>
<td>Agnes Gold (Jpn)</td>
<td>Daniel Alonso</td>
<td>Joseph, Jr.</td>
<td>Husbands</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>War Bomber (Ire)</td>
<td>War Front</td>
<td>Bruno Schickedanz</td>
<td>McKnight</td>
<td>Civaci</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mighty Heart</td>
<td>Dрамеди</td>
<td>Lawrence Cordes</td>
<td>Carroll</td>
<td>Contreras</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Frosted Over</td>
<td>Frosted</td>
<td>Gary Barber</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Kimura</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Who's the Star</td>
<td>Tonalist</td>
<td>M Racing Group, LLC</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Riptide Rock</td>
<td>Point of Entry</td>
<td>Stronach Stables</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Treasure</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>LNJ Foxwoods and MSK Racing Ventures, LLC</td>
<td>Carroll</td>
<td>Stein</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Money Printer</td>
<td>Tapit</td>
<td>Attard, Janice and Veronica</td>
<td>Attard, Janice and Veronica</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Kimura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Artie's Storm</td>
<td>We Miss Artie</td>
<td>Buttigieg Training Centre</td>
<td>Buttigieg</td>
<td>Moran</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Candy Overload</td>
<td>Reload</td>
<td>Schleifer, Leonard, Wachtel Stable &amp; Barber, Gary</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Kimura</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeders:** 1-Tall Oaks Farm, 2-Stud Eternamente Rio, 3-Coolmore, 4-Larry Cordes, 5-G. Watts Humphrey Jr., 6-Oscar Penn & John R. Penn, 7-Adena Springs, 8-Ramspring Farm, 9-LNJ Foxwoods, 10-Sunrise Farm, 11-Northern Dawn Stables Inc. & Denny Andrews

### Sunday, Aqueduct #9, post time: 3:43 p.m. EST

**NASHUA S.-GIII**, $150,000, 2yo, 1m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
<th>TRAINER</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Full Moon Madness</td>
<td>Into Mischief</td>
<td>Jay Em Ess Stable</td>
<td>Nevin</td>
<td>Franco</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Torrone</td>
<td>Twirling Candy</td>
<td>Mr. Amore Stable</td>
<td>Breen</td>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Signator</td>
<td>Tapit</td>
<td>West Point Thoroughbreds, Woodford Racing LLC, Gainesway Stable, Phipps Stable, Langone, Ken, Hudson, Jr., Edward J. and Lane's End Racing</td>
<td>McGaughey III</td>
<td>Castellano</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Champions Dream</td>
<td>Justify</td>
<td>Rosedown Racing Stables, LLC</td>
<td>Gargan</td>
<td>Ortiz, Jr.</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Prove Right</td>
<td>Justify</td>
<td>Chapman, James K. and Tsujimoto, Stuart</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
<td>Ortiz</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>American Speed</td>
<td>More Than Ready</td>
<td>WinStar Farm LLC and Siena Farm LLC</td>
<td>Brisset</td>
<td>Prat</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeders:** 1-Jay Em Ess Stable, 2-Carolyn Vogel, 3-Gainesway Thoroughbreds Ltd., 4-John C. Oxley, 5-Three Chimneys Farm, LLC, 6-WinStar Farm, LLC
### Sunday, Woodbine, post time: 4:28 p.m. EST

**CORONATION FUTURITY**, C$250,000, 2yo, 1 1/8m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
<th>TRAINER</th>
<th>JOCKEY</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dream Jereem</td>
<td>Astern (Aus)</td>
<td>Derek Chin</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Twin City</td>
<td>Klimt</td>
<td>Brent, Russell &amp; Roy E. McLellan &amp; Stuart Simon</td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>Boulanger</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stayhonor Goodside</td>
<td>Honor Code</td>
<td>D. J. Stable LLC</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Flores</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>J’adoro</td>
<td>Medaglia d’Oro</td>
<td>Zilli Racing Stables</td>
<td>De Paulo</td>
<td>Salles</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Renegade Serenade</td>
<td>Seattle Serenade</td>
<td>Trinity Racing Stables, Inc.</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Campos</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cool Kiss</td>
<td>Kantharos</td>
<td>Phoenix Racing</td>
<td>De Paulo</td>
<td>Civaci</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Twowaycrossing</td>
<td>English Channel</td>
<td>Roger L. Attfield</td>
<td>Attfield</td>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lookinassah</td>
<td>Lookin At Lucky</td>
<td>Ulwelling, Al and Bill</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Contreras</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sammy Stone</td>
<td>Oscar Performance</td>
<td>Willow Pond Stable</td>
<td>Day Phillips</td>
<td>Husbands</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gran Spirited</td>
<td>Shaman Ghost</td>
<td>Heste Sport Inc.</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Carroll</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Velocitor</td>
<td>Mor Spirit</td>
<td>Ulwelling, Al and Bill</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Stein</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Battle Strike</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>Tracy Farmer</td>
<td>Casse</td>
<td>Hernandez</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Philip My Dear</td>
<td>Silent Name (Jpn)</td>
<td>Ramona Stable</td>
<td>Attard</td>
<td>Kimura</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Opposites Attract</td>
<td>Munnings</td>
<td>Paul Braverman &amp; Timothy Pinch</td>
<td>Trombetta</td>
<td>Moran</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Greystone</td>
<td>Will Take Charge</td>
<td>Hillsbrook Farms</td>
<td>Hayes</td>
<td>Moran</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

### Sunday, Aqueduct, post time: 12:52 p.m. EST

**TEMPTED S.**, $150,000, 2yo, f, 1m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
<th>TRAINER</th>
<th>JOCKEY</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Crypto Mama</td>
<td>Cloud Computing</td>
<td>George E. Hall &amp; Annestes Racing</td>
<td>Breen</td>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Binsky</td>
<td>Curlin</td>
<td>D. J. Stable LLC</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Lezcano</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foggy Night</td>
<td>Khozan</td>
<td>Pine Brook Farm</td>
<td>Reid, Jr.</td>
<td>Lopez</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Good Sam</td>
<td>Good Samaritan</td>
<td>Peter M. Brant</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Ortiz, Jr.</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>La Vita Sofia</td>
<td>Cross Traffic</td>
<td>Sofia Soares, Matthew J. Mercurio, Michael Imperio, Douglas P. Allocco, Gary Cioffi &amp; Vincent Valente</td>
<td>Rodriguez</td>
<td>Gomez</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rosie's Alibi</td>
<td>Justify</td>
<td>MyRacehorse</td>
<td>Fletcher</td>
<td>Prat</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeders:** 1-Scott Pierce, 2-Betz/J. Betz/CHNNHK/D.J.Stables/Lamantia/CoCo/Ramsby, 3-Brent & Crystal Fernung, 4-Maccabee Farm, 5-Spendthrift Farm, LLC, 6-Blackstone Farm LLC
UNCLE MO’S ARABIAN KNIGHT CRUISES TO 'STARDOM' AT KEENELAND

Gunned from the middle of the gate by jockey John Velazquez, Arabian Knight (Uncle Mo--Borealis Night, by Astrology) took over from the opening strides and never gave his opponents a chance, winning at first asking by 7 1/4 lengths to kick off Saturday's Breeders' Cup card with a bang and become the newest 'TDN Rising Star' for Bob Baffert and Zedan Racing Stables. The $2.3-million sale topper at OBS April after a sharp :9 4/5 breeze, Arabian Knight went off with plenty of hype as the 3-5 favorite in a deep field of juveniles. On the lead through an opening quarter in :22.47, he kept finding more as the field exited the far turn and easily opened up down the lane, defeating Determinedly (Cairo Prince) by 7 1/4 lengths in a final time of 1:21.98. Expect More (City of Light), representing the same connections as Friday's GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile hero Forte (Violence), completely missed the break but did very well to rally for second. Cont. p2
Amr Zedan’s operation, which also purchased GSW ‘TDN Rising Star’ Princess Noor (Not This Time) from Top Line Sales out of OBS April in 2020 for a sale-topping $1.35 million, picked up another expensive colt this year at the Fasig-Tipton Midlantic Sale when he dropped a record $3.55 million on a colt by Bernardini now named Hejazi, who was third in the GI American Pharoah S. last month behind stablemate Cave Rock (Arrogate).

The 13th ‘TDN Rising Star’ for fellow ‘Rising Star’, champion juvenile and now leading sire Uncle Mo, Arabian Knight is the first foal out of a half-sister to MGSP Kinsley Kisses (Congrats) and GSP Spooky Woods (Ghostzapper). Borealis Night, who was purchased by Corser Thoroughbreds for $285,000 out of the 2019 Keeneland November Breeding Stock sale with Arabian Knight in utero, foaled a colt by Quality Road this year and was bred back to Curlin for the 2023 season.

**First Stakes Winner for Freshman Sire**
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**IN ORDER OF PURSE:**

**FALL HARVEST S. PRESENTED BY MINT GAMING HALL,**

$317,282, Keeneland, 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 1mT, 1:35.37, fm.

1--**WAKANAKA (IRE), 125, f, 4, Power (GB)--Storyline (Ire), by Kodiac (GB).** (£3,500 Ylg ‘19 GOFFPR). O-Team Valor International and Gary Barber; B-Mrs Jean Brennan (IRE); T-William I. Mott; J-Joel Rosario. $183,675. Lifetime Record: GSW & GISP-US, GSW-Ity, 15-8-4-1, $647,513.

2--**Henrietta Topham**, 121, f, 4, Lemon Drop Kid--Miss Silver Brook, by Cozzene. O-Cambus-Kenneth Farm; B-Cambus-Kenneth Farm, LLC (KY); T-Geoff Mulcahy. $69,125.

3--**Burning Ambition**, 121, f, 4, Uncle Mo--Do You Remember (Saf), by Silvano (Ger). O-Michael De Broglio; B-Michael De Broglio (KY); T-Brad H. Cox. $34,563.


Also Ran: Stolen Holiday, Shantisara (Ire), Dalika (Ger). Scratched: Sunny One, Technical Analysis (Ire).

Seeking redemption following a last-out seventh in the Sept. 17 GI Woodbine Mile, Wakanaka found it while finding easier company in the Fall Harvest S. to close out Keeneland’s Breeders’ Cup card Saturday. Settled in a stalking position behind modest opening splits, the Irish bred swung out five-wide turning for home and drew off late to score by 3/4 of a length over Henrietta Topham.

A three-time listed winner at two, Wakanaka won her sole two starts at three, including the G3 Premio Regina Elena (Italian 1000 Guineas). Sent to Bill Mott in the U.S. for her 2022 season, she finished second behind subsequent Grade I winner In Italian in the GII Honey Fox S. in her second stateside start at Gulfstream in March. Given some time off after that effort, she resumed with a third in Churchill’s GI Distaff Turf Mile May 7 before going one better in the June 11 GI Just A Game S. at Belmont. She collected her first U.S. victory in Woodbine’s GI Dance Smartly S. July 24. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

**FIRST STAKES WINNER FOR FRESHMAN SIRE**

**DISPLAY S.,** C$130,750, Woodbine, 11-5, 2yo, 7f (AWT), 1:22, ft.

1--**HAL, 120, g, 2, by Accelerate**

1st Dam: Purely a Dream (GSW, $138,769), by Pure Prize 2nd Dam: Yorksters Girl (Ire), by Bachelor Duke 3rd Dam: Isadora Duncan (Ire), by Sadler’s Wells 1ST BLACK TYPE WIN. O-Suzi Shoemaker & First Corp. Thoroughbreds; B-Lantern Hill Farm LLC & FirstCorp Thoroughbreds LLC (KY); T-Darwin D. Banach; J-Justin Stein. C$75,000. Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $86,864.

2--**Ticker Tape Home**, 118, f, 2, Medaglia d’Oro—Journey Home, by War Front. ($625,000 Ylg ’21 FTSAUG). 1ST BLACK TYPE. O-Live Oak Plantation; B-Sam-Son Farm (ON); T-Mark E. Casse. C$30,000.

3--**Firing Bullets**, 119, f, 2, Firing Line—Twisted Beauty, by General Quarters. ($19,000 Ylg ’22 OBSPA); (2021). 3-1, $210,000 2yo ’22 OBSAPR). O-Gary Barber; B-Texas Star Farm (KY); T-Mark E. Casse. C$13,750.


Also Ran: Chiseler, Keen Flatter, Hank Ollie. Scratched: Alpha Meister, Forever Dixie.

Having broken his maiden on this same surface and distance Oct. 2 with a 71 Beyer Speed Figure, Hal returned Saturday to Woodbine as the 2-1 second choice—a far cry from his 10-1 morning-line odds. Much as he did Oct. 2, he tracked off the pace from mid-pack before shifting out to the clear as the field passed the quarter pole. He loomed outside of pacesetter Ticker Tape Home and the pair bobbed heads down the lane with Hal gaining only minimal separation on the wire for the win.

The first stakes winner for his freshman sire (by Lookin At Lucky), Hal is his dam's only surviving offspring. Purely a Dream lost a foal last year by Game Winner and was bred to Essential Quality for next season. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.
Glorious Song S., $129,500, Woodbine, 11-5, 2yo, f, 7f (AWT), 1:22.94, ft.

1–Collecting Flatter, 122, f, 2, by Flatter
   1st Dam: Recollect, by El Prado (Ire)
   2nd Dam: Memories of Silver, by Silver Hawk
   3rd Dam: All My Memories, by Little Current
   ($50,000 RNA Ylg ’21 KEESEP). O-Ivan Dalos; B-Tall Oaks Farm (KY); T-Josie Carroll; J-Kazushi Kimura. C$75,000. Lifetime Record: 5-3-0-1, $160,120. *1/2 to Elusive Collection (Elusive Quality), SW & MGSP, $149,691.

2–Forever Dixie, 120, f, 2, Quality Road--Dixie Strike, by Dixie Union.
   1ST BLACK TYPE. O/B-John C. Oxley (KY); T-Mark E. Casse. C$25,000.

3–Anam Cara, 122, f, 2, Frac Daddy--Me Love, by Giant’s Causeway. ($3,000 Ylg ’21 CANSEP). O-Chris Larsen; B-3C Stable, LLC (NY); T-Jorge R. Abreu; J-Reylu Gutierrez. $66,000. Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0, $111,870.

Margins: 3/4, 1 1/4, 1 3/4. Odds: 3.75, 2.30, 17.35.


Collecting Flatter took her first two starts over the local Tapeta, including the My Dear S. July 16, before rounding out the triactor in the turfy Catch a Glimpse S. Aug. 20 behind GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf third Cairo Consort (Cairo Prince). She was sixth in the one-mile GI Natalma S. Sept. 17, and was off as the third choice on the cutback and surface switch. Attending the pace from the inside, the Dalos homebred shook off pressure heading for home, opened up at the head of the lane and was saved by the wire late.

The winner’s dam, who was acquired for just $32,000 at the 2010 Keeneland January sale, is a daughter of MGISW Memories of Silver and a half to MGISW Winter Memories (El Prado {Ire}). She has a foal colt by Omaha Beach and was bred back to Charlatan. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

Stewart Manor S., $120,000, Aqueduct, 11-5, 2yo, f, 6fT, 1:08.66, fm.

1–Moonage Daydream, 120, f, 2, by Candy Ride (Arg)
   1st Dam: Elatha, by Malibu Moon
   2nd Dam: Misty Daylight, by Seeking Daylight
   3rd Dam: Misty Dancer, by Lyphard
   1ST BLACK TYPE WIN. O-Chris Larsen; B-3C Stable, LLC (NY); T-Jorge R. Abreu; J-Reylu Gutierrez. $66,000. Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0, $111,870.

Margins: 1 1/4, NK, 2. Odds: 14.30, 0.70, 5.20.


Moonage Daydream pulled off the upset in Saturday’s Stewart Manor S., closing a New York-bred sweep of the pair of open turf sprint stakes events on the card. Fifth from far back in a restricted spot at the Spa July 28, the Larsen homebred broke through locally despite some trouble Sept. 30. Surprisingly sent right to the front from the rail, the bay doled out splits of :22.30 and :44.66 before gamely stiff-arming favorite Redifined late when that one seemed to have all the momentum.

“I was moving very comfortably,” said winning rider Reylu Gutierrez. “My filly was pretty brave and turning for home—it was :44 but it wasn’t a quick :44—and she handled it really well. Getting the extra push from the horse coming on, that meant even more. She’s very comfortable. She could have gone a bit farther today, actually. She galloped out really well.”

Trainer Jorge Abreu, who also saddled the third finisher, said, “[Jockey] Flavien [Prat] rode her last time and he told me she wants to go longer than three-quarters of a mile. I told [Reylu] to break and be forwardly placed, but I don’t like my horses on the lead. He told me after, ‘If I lose this race, I knew I was going to be in trouble...’ and I said [laughing], ‘You’re right.’”

Cont. p4
Vacation Dance was green at the jump, but led from gate-to-wire to score a career-first stakes victory in the Atlantic Beach S. for both himself and his ill-fated sire.

A game debut winner Sept. 4 at Saratoga in a baby dash on the grass for fellow state-breds, he put up a strong 82 Beyer Speed Figure when running third last out Oct. 9 in the GIII Futurity S. behind GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf-placed Nagirroc (Lea) and ahead of familiar face Inflation Nation.

Breaking inward from the blocks, carrying in Be Of Courage (Noble Mission {GB}) and causing runner-up No Nay Hudson to shy, he was quickly corrected to show the way in :22.30 and :44.65 splits from three off the fence. Tucking back in to save ground through the turn, Kendrick Carmouche remained patient to let his charge loose into the upper stretch, and Vacation Dance gamely dug in to fend off the challenge from No Nay Hudson. Denying that one, the pair came in 1 1/4 lengths on top as the 5-2 third choice, becoming The Lieutenant (by Street Sense)’s first stakes winner.

“I was pretty certain he’d be a little fitter than he was when he lost the Futurity. He entered [there] off of a fairly lengthy break between breezes. He actually hadn’t breezed in 15 days,” said conditioner John Kimmel. “Today, I thought he’d be a little fitter and he showed he was. He had been working pretty steady.” When asked about a potential start in the $500,000 NYSSS Great White Way S. Dec. 17 over the main track, he replied: “He is stallion eligible, so we’ll probably give it a go and gauge it off his breezes on the dirt. We’d have to try it for half a million bucks. If he doesn’t handle that, we’ll probably give him a little breather and bring him back next spring.”

Vacation Dance has a pair of half-sisters: a yearling by Mucho Macho Man and a 2022 weanling by Heart to Heart. Dam Matinee Express visited Combatant for 2023. This is the extended female family of GISP Distorted Legacy (Distorted Humor), the dam of GISW Art Collector (Bernardini), as well as the mare’s half-sibling MGISP Vision and Verse (Storm Cat). Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.
IN ORDER OF PURSE:

2nd-Keeneland, $195,000, Alw (C)/Opt. Clm ($100,000), 11-5, 3yo/up, 6 1/2f, 1:15.66, ft, 1/2 length.

NAKATOMI (g, 3, Firing Line--Applelicious, by Flatter), a winner in his first start of the year against optional claimers at Churchill June 26, was off the board last time out when finishing fourth in Parx's GII Gallant Bob S. Sept. 24. Given a 3-1 shot in just his third start as a 3-year-old, Nakatomi settled just off the pace of Messier (Empire Maker) through a :22.60 opening quarter. Tucked inside around the far turn, he took over as the field straightened for home, established a two-length lead close to wire, and just held off a closing Endorsed (Medaglia d'Oro) by a half-length for the win. Messier faded down the lane and was reported to have bled, but walked off under his own power. Out of a half-sister to the dam of GISW Lady of Fifty (After Market), Nakatomi has a yearling half-sister by Newport and a weanling half-sister by Timeline. Applelicious visited Prince of War for next season. Sales History: $18,000 Wlg '19 KEENOV; $25,000 Ylg '20 FTKOCT. Lifetime Record: SW & GSP, 8-4-1-1, $380,213. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

6th-Woodbine, C$88,273, Alw (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($22,255-$23,738), 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16mT, 1:44.26, gd, 1/2 length.

WHIMSICAL DANCE (f, 3, Distorted Humor--Dancefortheecause {Outstanding Broodmare-Can}, by Giant's Causeway) didn't debut until Aug. 21, but opened her account with a 4 1/2-length score before settling for fourth when jumped into stakes company last time out in the Wonder Where S. Sept. 11. Back racing over the same distance as her debut, the even-money choice was taken in hand to race off the pace at the tail of the field. She had to swing nine wide around the far turn to get clear, but then closed in tandem with Gabby Squared (Jack Milton) down the lane, only gaining a bit of separation late to win by a half-length. Already a half-sister to a pair of graded-stakes winners in Ridefortheecause (Candy Ride {Arg}), GSW-Can, SW & GSP-USA, $372,106; and Say the Word (More Than Ready), Ch. Turf Male-Can, GISW-Can, MGSW & GISP-USA, $849,792, Whimsical Dance's third dam is the multiple-champion filly Dance Smartly (Danzig), herself a half-sister to leading sire Smart Strike. Dance Smartly would go on to produce Canadian champion 3-year-old filly Dancethruthedawn (Mr. Prospector) and Queen's Plate winner Scatter the Gold (Mr. Prospector). Whimsical Dance has an unraced 2-year-old half-sister, Determined First (Street Sense), and her dam was bred to Uncle Mo for next season. Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0, $97,442. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

7th-Delaware, $51,520, Alw (NW3L)/Opt. Clm ($75,000), 11-5, 2yo, 6f, 1:10.38, ft, 1 1/2 lengths.

HOWGREATISNATE (g, 2, Speightster--Bees Dees Bid, by Tapit), a winner of the First State Dash for Delaware-certified runners last time out Sept. 29 after breaking his maiden on debut a month earlier, went off the deserving 3-5 favorite Saturday. Facing just three rivals, Howgreatisnate trailed the field through a half in :46, waiting patiently to make his move past the quarter pole. With a closing rally up the rail, he took over into the final sixteenth and cleared off to defeat Bright Forecast (Cloud Computing) by 1 1/2 lengths. The winner has a yearling half-sister by Catalina Cruiser and his dam visited Unified for the 2023 season. Sales History: $67,000 Ylg '21 KEESEP. Lifetime Record: SW, 3-3-0-0, $118,500. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

O-Imaginary Stables; B-B. D. Gibbs Farm, LLC (KY); T-Andrew L. Simoff.
IN ORDER OF PURSE:
1st-Aqueduct, $85,000, Msw, 11-5, 2yo, f, 1 1/16mT, 1:45.19, fm, 1 3/4 lengths.

IDEA GENERATION (IRE) (f, 2, Dubawi {Ire}--Knocknagree {Ire}, by Galileo {Ire}) ran well July 24 up at Saratoga in what should’ve been her debut, finishing second by a nose, but the maiden special weight at this distance was ultimately voided as a no-contest. Unveiled--on paper, at least--in the venue’s Sept. 1 P. G. Johnson S., she was turned away from show honors by a nose behind an open-length winner in Be Your Best (Ire) (Muhaarar {GB}). Bet down to 4-5 favoritism for this third try at 8 1/2 furlongs, Idea Generation kept a close eye on the pacesetter Spelterini (Bernardini) from her spot on the fence, tracking patiently from second as that one put up :24.38 and :50.73 splits. Brought four off the inland route and unwinding her rally, she was set down in the lane and held clear by 1 3/4 lengths over green, but hard-charging $725,000 KEESEP debuter Juniper Moon (Galileo {Ire}). Herself a 340,000gns purchase from TATOCT, Idea Generation is out of the half-sister to a host of accomplished runners including Irish highweight and G1SW Zoffany (Ire) (Dansili {GB}); MGSW Rostropovich (Ire) (Frankel {GB}); and GSW Wilshire Boulevard (Ire) (Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}). Knocknagree has a yearling filly by Kingman (GB) as her most recent registered foal. This is the female family of mother/son duo GSW Spotlight (GB) (Dr Fong) and GSW Projection (GB) (Acclamation {GB}) as well as the dam of Italian highweight older mare Elisa Again (GB) (Shirocco {Ger}) and that one’s Group 1-placed siblings Berkshire Rocco (Fr) (Sir Percy {GB}) and Sunset Shiraz (Ire) (Time Test {GB}). Sales history: 340,000gns Ylg '21 TATOCT. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $55,750.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

O-Klaravich Stables, Inc.; B-Epona Bloodstock Ltd (IRE); T-Chad C. Brown.

9th-Gulfstream, $40,000, Msw, 11-5, 2yo, 1m 70y (AWT), 1:42.71, ft, 8 lengths.

BLUEBIRDS OVER (c, 2, English Channel--Giant Review, by Giant’s Causeway) rankly pressed the early pace from the three path around the first turn, continued to press the issue down the backstretch as the 5-1 shot took command after a half in :49.21, and drew clear through the final bend to come in eight lengths ahead of Southern Dream (Bernardini). Bluebirds Over has a yearling half-brother by Goldencents and a 2022 weanling full-brother. Giant Review visited Take Charge Indy for 2023. This is the female family of GISWs Another Review (Buckaroo), No Review (Nodouble) and Rattle N Roll (Connect). Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $24,000. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

O-Edward A. Seltzer and Beverly S. Anderson; B-Edward A. & Beverly S. Seltzer (KY); T-Saffie A. Joseph, Jr.

IN UAE:


Tenbury Wells, g, 5, Medaglia d’Oro--Dayatthespa (Ch. Grass Mare-US, MGISW-US, $2,288,892), by City Zip. Jebel Ali, 11-5, Hcp., 1600m, 1:38.32. O-Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed Al Maktoum. B-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings, LLC (KY). T-Salem bin Ghadayer. *$1,600,000 Ylg ’18 KEESEP. **GSP-UAE.

FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
2022 Stud Fees Listed

Accelerate (Lookin At Lucky), Lane’s End Farm, $15,000 124 foals of racing age/12 winners/1 black-type winners 5-Santa Anita, 5:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 6fT, Workday, 4-1

Army Mule (Friesian Fire), Hill ’n’ Dale at Xalapa, $7,500 105 foals of racing age/18 winners/2 black-type winners 5-Woodbine, 3:28 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2f, Stanley House, 6-1 $80,000 KEE NOV wnl; $110,000 RNA FTK JUL yrl; $120,000 FTK OCT yrl

Cont. p7
Awesome Slew (Awesome Again), Ocala Stud, $4,000
36 foals of racing age/7 winners/1 black-type winner
5-Woodbine, 3:28 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2f, Yorkville, 9-5
$30,000 OBS OPN 2yo

Cloud Computing (Maclean's Music), Spendthrift Farm, $5,000
114 foals of racing age/10 winners/0 black-type winners
3-Aqueduct, 12:52 p.m. EDT, $150K Tempted S., 1m, Crypto Mama, 8-1
$30,000 KEE NOV wnl; $47,000 KEE SEP yrl

Good Magic (Curlin), Hill 'n' Dale at Xalapa, $30,000
133 foals of racing age/17 winners/3 black-type winners
4-Aqueduct, 1:18 p.m. EDT, Msw 1 1/16mT, Moonflyer, 12-1
$80,000 KEE JAN wnl; $70,000 FTK OCT yrl; $45,000 EAS MAY 2yo

Good Samaritan (Harlan's Holiday), WinStar Farm, $7,500
111 foals of racing age/12 winners/0 black-type winners
3-Aqueduct, 12:52 p.m. EDT, $150K Tempted S., 1m, Good Sam, 4-5
$110,000 KEE JAN wnl; $310,000 KEE SEP yrl

Justify (Scat Daddy), Coolmore Ashford, $100,000
176 foals of racing age/23 winners/4 black-type winners
9-Aqueduct, 3:43 p.m. EDT, $150K GIII Nashua S., 1m, Champions Dream, 3-1
$25,000 KEE SEP yrl; $425,000 OBS MAR 2yo
4-Aqueduct, 1:18 p.m. EDT, Msw 1 1/16mT, Palace Gate, 4-1
$500,000 KEE SEP yrl
9-Aqueduct, 3:43 p.m. EDT, $150K GIII Nashua S., 1m, Prove Right, 15-1
$15,000 KEE SEP yrl
3-Aqueduct, 12:52 p.m. EDT, $150K Tempted S., 1m, Rosie's Alibi, 7-2
$300,000 RNA FTK NOV wnl; $625,000 FTS AUG yrl

Mendelssohn (Scat Daddy), Coolmore Ashford, $35,000
174 foals of racing age/18 winners/1 black-type winner
3-Churchill Downs, 2:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 6f, Blanton, 10-1
$12,000 KEE NOV wnl; $12,000 OBS WIN wnl

Mor Spirit (Eskendereya), Spendthrift Farm, $5,000
109 foals of racing age/13 winners/0 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Velocitor, 10-1

Oscar Performance (Kitten's Joy), Mill Ridge Farm, $12,500
85 foals of racing age/13 winners/1 black-type winner
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Sammy Stone, 15-1
3-Churchill Downs, 2:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 6f, Tumbarumba, 5-1
$30,000 FTK OCT yrl

Prospect Park (Tapit), Sau, private
27 foals of racing age/2 winners/1 black-type winner
5-Santa Anita, 5:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 6fT, The Last One Perk, 30-1
5-Santa Anita, 5:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 6fT, Star Prospect, 12-1

Seattle Serenade (Smart Strike), Winview Farm, $3,000
34 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Renegade Serenade, 20-1
CAN$6,000 CAN SEP yrl

SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
2022 Stud Fees Listed
Astern (Aus) (Medaglia d'Oro), Darley, $10,000
144 foals of racing age/32 winners/2 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Dream Jereem, 12-1
$60,000 FTK OCT yrl; $80,000 OBS OPN 2yo

Connect (Curlin), Lane's End Farm, $25,000
196 foals of racing age/65 winners/5 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Battle Strike, 10-1
$130,000 KEE SEP yrl

Gun Runner (Candy Ride {Arg}), Three Chimneys Farm, private
247 foals of racing age/66 winners/14 black-type winners
2-Aqueduct, 12:20 p.m. EDT, Msw 6f, Mercante, 2-1

Klimt (Quality Road), Jockey Club of Turkey, $7,500
283 foals of racing age/76 winners/3 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Twin City, 12-1
CAN$40,000 CAN SEP yrl

Midnight Storm (Pioneerof the Nile), Taylor Made Farm, $7,500
128 foals of racing age/39 winners/2 black-type winners
5-Woodbine, 3:28 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2f, Midnight Affair, 10-1

Practical Joke (Into Mischief), Coolmore Ashford, $35,000
270 foals of racing age/90 winners/9 black-type winners
2-Aqueduct, 12:20 p.m. EDT, Msw 6f, Youbetterbejoking, 6-1
$44,000 KEE NOV wnl; $200,000 FTK JUL yrl; $40,000 EAS MAY 2yo
Shaman Ghost (Ghostzapper), Adena Springs North, $7,500
115 foals of racing age/38 winners/3 black-type winners
7-Woodbine, 4:28 p.m. EDT, $250K Coronation Futurity, 1 1/8m, Gran Spirited, 20-1
CAN$37,000 RNA CAN SEP yrl

STAKES RESULTS:
TREASURE CHEST S., $100,000, Delta Downs, 11-4, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:40.10, my.
1--BOW BOW GIRL, 118, f, 4, Oxbow--Carocuore (Arg), by Tapit. 1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. O-Stanford D. Cole; B-Calumet Farm (KY); T-Chris Richard; J-Gerard Melancon. $60,000.
Lifetime Record: 24-5-5-2, $287,117.
2--Pretti Xtreme, 120, m, 5, Warrior's Reward--Starship Made It, by Concerto. ($20,000 Ylg '18 FTKOCT). 1ST BLACK TYPE. O-Flurry Racing Stables LLC; B-Dream Walkin' Farms, Inc. (KY); T-Karl Broberg. $19,000.
3--Onamargaritaday, 117, f, 3, Tu Brutus (Chi)--Caleb's Song, by Read the Footnotes. 1ST BLACK TYPE. O-Linda Firtha; B-Linda Ruth Firtha & Roy Charles Firtha (KY); T-Sarah Delany. $10,000.
Margins: 2 1/4, 4, NK. Odds: 18.00, 3.90, 9.90.

STAKES RESULTS:
SHOWING UP S., $70,000, Gulfstream, 11-5, 3yo, 1m 70y (AWT), 1:41.29, ft.
1--NIGHT JUMPER, 118, c, 3, Amira's Prince (Ire)--Alemona, by Roman Ruler. 1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. O/B-Darsan Inc. (FL); T-J. Kent Sweeney; J-Edgard J. Zayas. $42,532. Lifetime Record: 9-3-1-0, $107,322.
2--Venezuelan Triumph, 120, g, 3, Social Inclusion--Princess Zaima, by Midnight Lute. 1ST BLACK TYPE. O/B-Orlyana Farm (FL); T-Victor Barboza, Jr. $13,720.
3--Grand David, 123, c, 3, Tapiture--Tiza Smarty, by Tiznow.

HANK MILLS SR. S., (NB) $60,000, Turf Paradise, 11-4, 3yo/up, 6 1/2f, 1:16.00, ft.
1--TRUTH SEEKER, 122, g, 6, Into Mischief--For Royalty (SW), by Not For Love. O-Hole-In-One Racing Stables, LLC; B-WinStar Farm, LLC (KY); T-Rafael S. Barraza; J-Leesie Mawing. $34,596.
Lifetime Record: 33-8-7-4, $226,316. *1/2 to Constellation (Bellamy Road), GISW, $619,809.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
GO ON (c, 4, Nyquist--More Complexity (SW), by Square Eddie) Lifetime Record: 11-2-2-1, $138,630. O/B-Reddam Racing, LLC (KY); T-Doug F. O'Neill.

Baccari Bloodstock Sales Graduate
3--Onamargaritaday, 117, f, 3, Tu Brutus (Chi)--Caleb's Song, by Read the Footnotes. 1ST BLACK TYPE. O-Linda Firtha; B-Linda Ruth Firtha & Roy Charles Firtha (KY); T-Sarah Delany. $10,000.
Margin: 2 1/4, 4, NK. Odds: 18.00, 3.90, 9.90.

5th-Santa Anita, $64,000, (SW), (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($20,000), 11-5, 3yo/up, 1mT, 1:33.88, fm, 1 length.
LIBERTY FOREVER (g, 3, Dixie Chatter--Back Seat Roll (MSW), $301,837), by Roll Hennessy Roll) Lifetime Record: 8-3-3-1, $169,220. O-Downstream Racing, LLC; B-J. Kirk & Judy Robison (CA); T-Peter Miller.
9th-Laurel, $55,620, 11-5, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 6f, 1:11.13, ft, 6 3/4 lengths.

JOHN THE BEAR (g, 4, The Factor--Malibu Drive, by Malibu Moon) Lifetime Record: 16-4-1-2, $128,724. O-Euro Stable; B-George Bolton & Barry Lipman (KY); T-Claudio A. Gonzalez. *$21,000 Ylg ’19 KEESSEP.

8th-Laurel, $54,600, 11-5, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 5 1/2fT, 1:02.42, fm, 1/2 length.

AIRSPEED VELOCITY (g, 3, More Than Ready--Much Rejoicing (SW, $160,457), by Distorted Humor) Lifetime Record: 6-2-0-0, $69,680. O/B-AJ Suited, LLC (KY); T-James J. Toner. *$120,000 RNA Ylg ’20 KEESSEP.

3rd-Woodbine, C$53,859, (NW2L)/Opt. Clm ($29,673), 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f (AWT), 1:16.51, ft, 6 1/2 lengths.

SWINGING MANDY (f, 3, Giant Gizmo--More Than Bandeau, by More Than Ready) Lifetime Record: SW, 12-2-0-2, $98,523. O-Gary Barber; B-Brett Anderson (ON); T-Mark E. Casse.

7th-Hawthorne, $46,240, 11-4, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1m 70y, 1:43.23, ft, neck.

BLAZEN ROAD (g, 3, Ghaaleb--Rhodium, by Flashy Bull) Lifetime Record: 12-4-4-0, $110,446. O-Steve Manley & Mike Piazza; B/T-Steve Manley (IL).

4th-Delta Downs, $42,000, (S), 11-4, (NW3L), 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:21.92, my, neck.

GATOR PROUD (m, 5, Proud Citizen--May Gator (MSW & GSP, $570,298), by Green Alligator) Lifetime Record: 26-3-2-3, $91,114. O-Gryphon Investments LLC and Havensgate Farm, LLC; B-Gryphon Investments, LLC, & Randy Reed (KY); T-Stephen S. Lyster. *$135,000 RNA Ylg ’19 KEESSEP; $170,000 RNA Ylg ’19 FTKOCT. **1/2 to Bethlehem Road (Quality Road), SW, $705,896.
5th-Penn National, $31,600, (S), (NW2BX)/Opt. Clm ($25,000), 11-4, 3yo/up, 6f, 1:09.79, ft, 8 1/4 lengths.

**UNCLE BUDDY** (c, 3, Uncle Lino--Ruby Monday, by E Dubai)
Lifetime Record: MSP, 13-5-6-0, $198,026. O-Joseph E. Besecker; B-William E. Riddle (PA); T-Timothy C. Kreiser. *$4,500 Ylg '20 EASOCT.

4th-Turf Paradise, $22,900, 11-5, (C), 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:19.28, ft, 1 1/4 lengths.

**V BUCKS** (f, 4, California Chrome--American Farrah, by Pioneerof the Nile)
Lifetime Record: 9-3-1-0, $67,432. O-Charles Garvey; B-Rockingham Ranch & Peter Miller (CA); T-Robertino Diodoro.

**ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:**

**Xanthe**, f, 2, Aldrin--Roche, by Reparations. Charles Town, 11-4, (S), 7f, 1:28.50. Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-0, $27,221. B-Anne Kilbourne (WV). *Second winner for freshman sire (by Malibu Moon).

**Miss Caney**, f, 2, Coin Flip--Nancy Nightingale, by My Home Phone. Remington, 11-4, (S), 5 1/2f, 1:06.61. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $25,410. B-Fred Kaminska (OK). *First winner for sire (by Distorted Humor).

**Addi Bug**, f, 2, El Deal--Betty Lou, by Holy Bull. Delta Downs, 11-5, (S), 5f, 1:00.42. Lifetime Record: 4-1-1-0, $30,070. B-Jack Brown (LA).

**Always Be Dancin**, f, 2, Mister Lucky Cat--Frieda Zamba, by Surf Cat. Remington, 11-4, (S), 5 1/2f, 1:06.94. Lifetime Record: 4-1-0-0, $24,967. B-Jack Brown (LA).

**Miss Vyvanne**, f, 2, Rainbow Heir--Caribbean Beat, by Half Ours. Woodbine, 11-5, 5 1/2f (AWT), 1:03.46. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $37,874. B-Tom McCrocklin & Gerald Martin (FL).


**New York Dreams (GB)**, g, 3, Acclamation (GB)--Voom Voom (Ire), by Bahamian Bounty (GB). Santa Anita, 11-5, (C), 6 1/2fT, 1:15.94. Lifetime Record: 11-1-1-0, $28,379. B-Dance Thoroughbreds (GB). *$70,000 Ylg '20 TATIRY.

**Commander Carl**, g, 3, Midshipman--Picture Trail, by Storm Boot. Santa Anita, 11-5, (C), 6f, 1:10.20. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $21,500. B-Patricia L. Moseley (KY). *$10,000 Wlg '19 KEENOV; $27,000 Ylg '20 KEESAP. **1/2 to Northern Trail (Northern Afleet), SP, $212,633.

**Don't Ju Forget**, f, 3, Misremembered--Ju Ju Baby, by Snow Ridge. Santa Anita, 11-4, (S), 6 1/2fT, 1:15.42. Lifetime Record: 7-1-1-3, $70,190. B-Richard Barton Enterprises & Lo Hi Racing Stable (CA). *$32,000 Ylg '20 FTCA YR. **1/2 to Bad Ju Ju (Desert Code), SW, $362,776.

**Ox Doc**, g, 3, Oxbow--Dancin Queen, by Monarchos. Charles Town, 11-4, 4 1/2f, :53.52. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $24,513. B-Calumet Farm & Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Huber (KY).

**Toga Dancer**, g, 3, War Dancer--In the Rough (MSW & GSP, $341,490), by Stormy Atlantic. Aqueduct, 11-5, (S), (C), 1 1/16mT, 1:45.05. Lifetime Record: 8-1-0-0, $33,410. B-War Dancer Ladies LLC (NY). *$10,000 Wlg '19 FTNMIX.

**Donner Lake**, c, 4, Hard Spun--Pure, by Quality Road. Santa Anita, 11-4, (S), 1mt, 1:36.19. Lifetime Record: 9-1-1-4, $90,200. B-DP Racing, LLC (CA). *$40,000 Ylg '19 FTCA YR; $80,000 2yo '20 OBSAPR. **1/2 to Tom's Regret (Tom's Tribute), SW, $161,105.

---

**ALL TDN WINNERS BY SIRE**

Accelerate, Hal, g, 2, o/o Purely a Dream, by Pure Prize. Display S., 11-5, Woodbine

Acclamation (GB), New York Dreams (GB), g, 3, o/o Voom Voom (Ire), by Bahamian Bounty (GB). MCL, 11-5, Santa Anita

Aldrin, Xanthe, f, 2, o/o Roche, by Reparations. MSW, 11-4, Charles Town

American Pharoah, American Gentleman, g, 4, o/o Makison, by Mineshaft. ALW, 11-5, Aqueduct

Amira's Prince (Ire), Night Jumper, c, 3, o/o Alemona, by Roman Ruler. Showing Up S., 11-5, Gulfstream

California Chrome, V Bucks, f, 4, o/o American Farrah, by Pioneerof the Nile. ALW, 11-5, Turf Paradise

Candy Ride (Arg), Moonage Daydream, f, 2, o/o Elatha, by Malibu Moon. Stewart Manor S., 11-5, Aqueduct

Coin Flip, Miss Caney, f, 2, o/o Nancy Nightingale, by My Home Phone. Remington

Curlin, Cody's Wish, c, 4, o/o Dance Card, by Tapit. Gl Big Ass Fans Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile, 11-5, Keeneland

Curlin, Elite Power, c, 4, o/o Broadway's Aliby, by Vindication. Gl Qatar Racing Breeders' Cup Sprint, 11-5, Keeneland

Curlin, Malathaat, f, 4, o/o Dreaming of Julia, by A.P. Indy. Gl Longines Breeders' Cup Distaff, 11-5, Keeneland
**JUSTICE REAL ESTATE**

**MILLENNIUM FARMS**—The former Buckland Farm consists of 317± acres, 8 horse barns, & 128 stalls. The 6,150 SF main residence includes 7 bd, 6 full & 2.5 baths. The farm is further complemented with 5 employee houses, yearling complex with a 31 stall Charlie Parker built barn, adjoining covered 70’ round pen, & 6 horse walker. A 3030 SF office was built & designed to convert to a guest house. Maintenance area with shop and 2 open equipment sheds. Mature tree lined driveways!

**WINCHESTER FARM**—Location! Location! Highly developed 268 acre horse farm on desirable Mt. Horeb Pike and adjoining Castleton Lyons. Improvements include 6 horse barns with 78 stalls & 3 employee houses. Overlooking the Elkhorn Creek, and in a park like setting, you’ll discover the wonderful 4 bedroom 3.5 bath home whose lower level serves as the farm office.

**201-237 HUME BEDFORD**—A beautiful farm with two 2 bedroom 1 bath tenant houses, 14 stall converted tobacco barn, hay barn, city water, 1 pond, wet weather spring, and the southern boundary is Houston Creek. The farm is zoned AR with a portion zoned R-3.

**92 ± BOURBON COUNTY ACRES!!**

**4250 LEXINGTON ROAD**—67 ± acres in Bourbon County with 2 barns, 29 stalls, 3 fields, and an equipment shed.

**WALNUT GROVE**—This 105+/- acre farm offers vistas, rolling pastures, stocked spring fed pond, & road frontage on Hinkston Creek. The improvements include underground utilities, two 30’x60’ metal barns, 34’x50’ shop with 992 Sq ft attached 1 bd apartment, 30 amp RV hookup, original 30’ deep well, 16’x16’ log garden cabin & a restored 1780’s log home. The cabin features a library, vaulted ceilings, 3 stone fireplaces, pine floors, exposed beams, wrap porch, back deck, & fire-pit.

**SHADAYID STUD**—Consisting of 839 ± acres on both sides of Leestown Road, in highly desirable Woodford County. The North Side (587 acres) features 6 concrete block barns with 84 stalls, office, and 3 employee houses with the South Elkhorn Creek along the farm’s rear border. The South side (252 acres) features 44 stalls, show barn, rehab barn, 3 hay barns, shop, and 4 employee houses.

**FORT BLACKBURN**—Purchased by Will Farish as 264 acres of raw land & developed into an exceptional horse farm. Adjoining a division of Stonestreet Farm, Fort Blackburn boasts an unparalleled location on Old Frankfort Pike. Horse improvements include 12+ miles of plank fencing, 3 world-class 20-stall horse barns, a covered walker, equipment/shop building, metal hay barn. Renovated historic 2,650 SF home.

**CLICK ON PHOTOS FOR MORE INFO**

[www.kyhorsefarms.com](http://www.kyhorsefarms.com)  
518 East Main Street • Lexington, Kentucky 40508  
(859) 255-3657  

Bill G. Bell (859-621-0607) • Muffy Lyster (859-229-1804)  
Mary Sue Hughes (859-619-4770) • Allen Kershaw (859-333-2901)  
Marilyn Richardson (859-621-4850) • Cathy Davis (859-806-9444)  
Bo Goodman (859-509-0582) • Bill Justice (859-255-3657)
Distorted Humor, Whimsical Dance, f, 3, o/o Danceforthecause, by Giant's Causeway. AOC, 11-5, Woodbine

Dixie Chatter, Liberty Forever, g, 3, o/o Back Seat Roll, by Roll Hennessy Roll. AOC, 11-5, Santa Anita

Dubawi (Ire), Idea Generation (Ire), f, 2, o/o Knocknagree (Ire), by Galileo (Ire). MSW, 11-5, Aqueduct

Dubawi (Ire), Modern Games (Ire), c, 3, o/o Modern Ideals (GB), by New Approach (Ire). GI FanDuel Breeders’ Cup Mile Presented by PDJF, 11-5, Keeneland

Dubawi (Ire), Rebel's Romance (Ire), g, 4, o/o Minidress (GB), by Street Cry (Ire). GI Longines Breeders’ Cup Turf, 11-5, Keeneland

El Deal, Addi Bug, f, 2, o/o Betty Lou, by Holy Bull. MSW, 11-5, Delta Downs

English Channel, Bluebirds Over, c, 2, o/o Giant Review, by Giant's Causeway. MSW, 11-5, Gulfstream

English Channel, Madeira Wine, f, 4, o/o Madera Dancer, by Rahy. ALW, 11-4, Golden Gate

Fiber Sonde, Strong Fiber, g, 3, o/o My Curlie Q, by Curlin. ALW, 11-4, Charles Town

Firing Line, Nakatomi, g, 3, o/o Appellicious, by Flatter. AOC, 11-5, Keeneland

Five Iron, Buddy Reaux, g, 3, o/o Laven's Lil Dahl, by Don't Get Mad. ALW, 11-4, Remington

Flatter, Collecting Flatter, f, 2, o/o Recollect, by El Prado (Ire). Glorious Song S., 11-5, Woodbine

Galileo (Ire), Tuesday (Ire), f, 3, o/o Lillie Langtry (Ire), by Danehill Dancer (Ire). GI Maker's Mark Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Turf, 11-5, Keeneland

Ghaaleb, Blazen Road, g, 3, o/o Rhodium, by Flashy Bull. ALW, 11-4, Hawthorne

Ghostzapper, Goodnight Olive, f, 4, o/o Salty Strike, by Smart Strike. GI Breeders’ Cup Filly and Mare Sprint, 11-5, Keeneland

Giant Gizmo, Swinging Mandy, f, 3, o/o More Than Bandeau, by More Than Ready. OCL, 11-5, Woodbine

Hard Spun, Donner Lake, c, 4, o/o Pure, by Quality Road. MSW, 11-4, Santa Anita

Into Mischief, Mischief's Machine, g, 6, o/o Fast Laner, by Mutakddim. ALW, 11-4, Delta Downs

Into Mischief, Truth Seeker, g, 6, o/o For Royalty, by Not For Love. Hank Mills Sr. S., 11-4, Turf Paradise

Jimmy Creed, Agent Creed, g, 4, o/o Our Year, by Grand Slam. ALW, 11-5, Aqueduct

Malibu Moon, Shoshoni Moon, f, 4, o/o Alydarla, by Henny Hughes. ALW, 11-4, Charles Town

Midshipman, Commander Carl, g, 3, o/o Picture Trail, by Storm Boot. MCL, 11-5, Santa Anita

Misremembered, Don't Ju Forget, f, 3, o/o Ju Ju Baby, by Snow Ridge. MSW, 11-4, Santa Anita

Mister Lucky Cat, Always Be Dancin, f, 2, o/o Frieda Zamba, by Surf Cat. MSW, 11-4, Remington

Mizzen Mast, Caravel, m, 5, o/o Zeezee Zoomzoom, by Congrats. GI Breeders' Cup Turf Sprint, 11-5, Keeneland

Mo Tom, Lutie Mo, f, 3, o/o Lady Lutie, by Midnight Lute. ALW, 11-4, Delta Downs

More Than Ready, Airspeed Velocity, g, 3, o/o Much Rejoicing, by Distorted Humor. ALW, 11-5, Laurel

Mr. Big, Big Flame, g, 4, o/o Renegade Heat, by Unusual Heat. AOC, 11-4, Golden Gate

Nyquist, Go On, c, 4, o/o More Complexity, by Square Eddie. AOC, 11-4, Santa Anita

Oxbow, Bow Bow Girl, f, 4, o/o Carocuore (Arg), by Tapit. Treasure Chest S., 11-4, Delta Downs

Oxbow, Ox Doc, g, 3, o/o Dancin Queen, by Monarchs. MSW, 11-4, Charles Town

Power (GB), Wakanaka (Ire), f, 4, o/o Storyline (Ire), by Kodiac (GB). Fall Harvest S. Presented by Mint Gaming Hall, 11-5, Keeneland

Proud Citizen, Gator Proud, m, 5, o/o May Gator, by Green Alligator. ALW, 11-4, Delta Downs

Rainbow Heir, Miss Vyvyanne, f, 2, o/o Caribeian Beat, by Half Ours. MSW, 11-5, Woodbine

Saint Afleet, Hostile Afleet, g, 5, o/o A Runnin Pop, by Screen Idol. ALW, 11-4, Delta Downs

Speightster, Howgreatisnate, g, 2, o/o Bee Dees Bid, by Tapit. AOC, 11-5, Delaware

Tale of the Cat, Ace Gilford, g, 5, o/o Indianella, by Indian Charlie. ALW, 11-4, Remington

Tapit, Flightline, c, 4, o/o Feathered, by Indian Charlie. GI Longines Breeders’ Cup Classic, 11-5, Keeneland

The Factor, John the Bear, g, 4, o/o Malibu Drive, by Malibu Moon. ALW, 11-5, Laurel

The Lieutenant, Forces Sweetheart, f, 2, o/o Esken Lady, by Eskendereya. MCL, 11-5, Gulfstream

The Lieutenant, Vacation Dance, c, 2, o/o Matinee Express, by Zensational. Atlantic Beach S., 11-5, Aqueduct

Uncle Lino, Uncle Buddy, c, 3, o/o Ruby Monday, by E Dubai. AOC, 11-4, Penn National

Uncle Mo, Arabian Knight, c, 2, o/o Borealis Night, by Astrology. MSW, 11-5, Keeneland

War Dancer, Toga Dancer, g, 3, o/o In the Rough, by Stormy Atlantic. MCL, 11-5, Aqueduct

---

**Seeing RED?** Click on a stallion’s name to learn more about them on their page on the farm’s website.
IN TDN AMERICA TODAY

THE MAJOR TALKING POINTS FROM THE BREEDERS' CUP by Brian Sheerin

American Boy Modern Games To Stand Stateside?

Wouldn't it be cool if Modern Games (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) stood at Darley's Jonabell Farm in America when his racing days come to an end?

Now a dual Breeders' Cup winner and a Classic hero, he has emerged as one of the leading stallion prospects this season but, given Dalham Hall Stud is already jam-packed with sons of Dubawi, standing him in Newmarket could be akin to bringing an apple to an orchard.

It's not like there are an abundance of turf stallions in America, either. Perhaps there wouldn't be a demand but, being a GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf and now a GI Breeders' Cup Mile winner, he has the right credentials to be a Stateside success.

Cont. p5

APPLEBY AND O'BRIEN REPEAT THE DOSE

by Chris McGrath

LEXINGTON, KY--This was a day that seemed to hang suspended, if not quite on a single hair of his tail, then certainly on the fate of a single horse. Even the gale that blew through the afternoon had a portentous quality, as though the very elements were anticipating some complementary melodrama of wind and fire from Flightline (Tapit). Yet history is often made not to a blaring fanfare but in quiet increments--and the 39 steps taken by the Breeders' Cup since its inauguration in 1984 here brought the Europeans to a new pinnacle of their own.

True, the raiders' contribution nowadays tends to be diffidently confined to the turf races. And nor did they spread their spoils at all widely. Saturday was very much a case of rounding up the usual suspects. For the measurement of their superiority over the domestic grass talent once again contained an internal rivalry of its own, with two powerhouses of the European industry ending up evenly dividing six of the seven grass races staged across the two days.

On the juvenile programme, Aidan O'Brien and Charlie Appleby had traded a winner apiece before a desperate duel between their respective representatives in a "decider" was settled in favour of Ballydoyle. Cont. p3

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

IN TDN AMERICA TODAY

FLIGHTLINE THRILLS IN BREEDERS' CUP CLASSIC

Flightline (Tapit) easily dispatched all of his rivals in the GI Breeders' Cup Classic on Saturday. Click or tap here to go straight to TDN America.
RUBAIYAT TO STAND AT GESTUT OHLERWEIHERHOF

Durable multiple group winner Rubaiyat (Fr) (Areion {Ger}) will stand at Gestut Ohlerweiherhof in Germany next year.

NOVEMBER NH SALE BEGAN AT FAIRYHOUSE

The six-day Tattersalls Ireland November National Hunt Sale began at Fairyhouse in Ireland on Saturday.

FASCINATING ROCK SIRES NEW STAKES WINNER

The Listed Betgoodwin New UK Betting Site Irish EBF Gillies Fillies S. went to Something Enticing (Ire) (Fascinating Rock {Ire}).

Breeders’ Cup Hat Tricks: Charlie Appleby and Godolphin combined to win the GI Juvenile Turf Sprint, GI Mile and GI Turf during a hugely successful Breeders’ Cup for the Europeans. Aidan O’Brien and the Coolmore partners will return to Ireland with a like number of winners, after Ballydoyle runners captured the GI Juvenile Fillies Turf, GI Juvenile Turf, and the GI Filly & Mare Turf over the two-day stand. | Breeders’ Cup/Eclipse Sportswire

Put Down Some Global Roots
MAGNOLIA RACING SYNDICATE, LLC

> 50% winners from starters
> 38% stakes horses from starters
> $500k KY Downs Juvenile Winner & BC Hopeful RECKONING FORCE
> 100% sold by the end of their 2yo year
> Applicants now being accepted for the season

JUSTIN CASSE & JOSEPH O’BRIEN
olivia@magnoliary syndicate.com
859-221-9077
Appleby/O’Brien Repeat The Dose Cont. from p1

And their contention on Saturday was virtually a mirror image, O’Brien resuming with **Tuesday (Ire)** (Galileo {Ire}) in the GI Filly and Mare Turf before Appleby responded with **Modern Games (GB)** (Dubawi {Ire}) in the GI Mile and finally **Rebel’s Romance (Ire)** (Dubawi {Ire}) in the GI Turf, where he was inevitably pursued home by a colt from Ballydoyle.

These winners limited Appleby’s wilful impairment of his apparent invincibility on this side of the water: he had necessarily eroded his Breeders’ Cup strike-rate by saddling two runners in two races. As a result, he must settles for having advanced to nine winners from 18 career starters at the meeting. Good grief, you would think the man might have the basic common sense at least to ensure a dead-heat when he runs more than one in a race.

Appleby has an exceptionally astute sense of the kind of animal that thrives on the hectic racing environment over here: tough, nimble horses that know how to hustle. Modern Games is a luminous example, as attested by three Grade I wins in three North American starts, though he also contributed to Appleby’s remarkable sweep of three different mile Classics in Europe this spring. But this horse will probably never shake off his principal eligibility as a quiz answer, after contriving to win at Del Mar last year as a "ghost" for wagering purposes.

Evidently the intention is to keep Modern Games in training, alongside the gelded Rebel’s Romance who has really blossomed with maturity after a staccato start to his career. For James Doyle, his success bookends a campaign in which he similarly benefited from William Buick’s selection of another runner in the G1 2000 Guineas.

Ballydoyle’s latest winner, meanwhile, proved yet another example of the way O’Brien manages to make the very process of proving a horse a stimulus to its ongoing development. This was Tuesday’s eighth consecutive Group 1 start since breaking her maiden at Naas on Mar. 27. She was placed for the second time in a mile Classic just 12 days before winning one over a mile and a half. She ran against colts in the G1 Irish Derby, and bumped into the subsequent Arc winner at York. Yet all these months after drawing the cork, she performed here with more effervescence than ever.

The system, by this stage, is honed to a nearly metronomic degree. The maiden Tuesday won at Naas, for instance, had also been chosen to launch her sister Empress Josephine (Ire) towards her own Classic success last year. Their dam Lillie Langtry disappointed as hot favourite for the GI Juvenile Fillies Turf of 2009, at Santa Anita, but she came up with no less a filly than Minding (Ire) as her second foal. 

Cont. p4
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**Appleby/O'Brien Repeat The Dose Cont.**

Their trainer, who has over the years had his ups and downs here, will have stifled any lingering scepticism at the wagering windows with three winners and a second from six starters overall. It must be said that the cause was especially well served by Ryan Moore, who really is riding at the peak of his powers.

So that left the GI Turf Sprint as the one and only race in which the speed of the indigenous opposition proved too much for the invaders, at least round a single turn. Even then, *Emaraaty Ana (GB)* (Shamardal) excelled for Yorkshire in getting within a neck of shock winner *Caravel*.

To those of us who considered Mizzen Mast a neglected stallion, this was a welcome reminder of the value he had long provided as a conduit to the splendid versatility of his own sire. Pensioned last year at the age of 23, his legacy has been sadly confined by a preponderance of geldings and females among his best stock--as, for instance, when two ladies gave him a famous double at the 2012 Breeders' Cup (Mizdirection in this race, and Flotilla {Fr}). Mizzen Mast did not always throw the most commercial conformation, but you can’t put a price on the genetic nostalgia offered by a son of Cozzene out of a Graustark mare.

Someday, no doubt, the name of Flightline will have no less resonance in the Stud Book. But while even he must start with a blank state, as and when he enters stud, Saturday gilded the epoch-making heritage of two of the European breed’s great modern bulwarks. Both Appleby’s winners were sons of Dubawi, now in the evening of his career, while Tuesday is by the lamented Galileo.

It’s striking that O’Brien and Appleby both use very similar language when trying to explain how Galileo and Dubawi have assisted their respective careers. The way they handle their stock will certainly have evolved with their growing familiarity, but both trainers stress how that elusive concept, class, is essentially a function of mental commitment, naturally alongside the physical capacity to support it.

And that’s exactly where breeders need to be on the same page as trainers. They need to make sure that they prioritise constitution in their matings, because that is the foundation of brilliance. Flightline, notoriously, has only run six times--but what sets him apart is that you can throw anything at him and he will come right back and ask if that’s all you have.

That is always said to be the classic trademark of his sire *Tapit*, while Flightline’s second dam is by that doughty influence Dynaformer out of the Phipps matron Finder’s Fee (Storm Cat)–who herself went seven-for-27 through three seasons.

If Flightline is to match his first career in his second, these are the seams he will be drawing on: much like Dubawi, and Galileo, and now the latter’s son *Frankel (GB)*. So when all these horsemen leave town, dispersing to far-flung coasts and continents and cultures, let them think about the type of animals they want to bring into the world. If their foals are born to run, and not just to stand on the dais in the adjacent pavilion, then it will be called the Breeders’ Cup for a reason.
Modern Games & William Buick | Horsephotos

Breeders’ Cup Talking Points Cont. from p1

It shouldn’t go unnoticed the excellent job that Charlie Appleby and his team have done in campaigning the colt. Guineas scorer Coroebus (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) and Irish Guineas winner Native Trail (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}) were above Modern Games in the pecking order heading into the season, but the colt has amassed a whopping £2,461,265 in career earnings and boasts a G1 French 2000 Guineas victory among his seven career wins.

He’s a cracking stallion prospect and chances are that he will stand at Dalham Hall but, if Darley were ever to stand a top turf performer in America, he could be the one.

Star Fillies Stay In Training

National Hunt enthusiasts will point to the fact that horses like Stradivarius (Ire) (Sea The Stars {Ire}) are few and far between on the level and it is much easier to create an affinity with a horse who races for a prolonged period, as they do over jumps.

Therefore, John Quinn deserves plenty of credit for declaring Highfield Princess (Fr) (Night Of Thunder {Ire}) will continue racing into her 6-year-old campaign after she ran a cracking race to finish fourth in the GI Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint.

As a triple Group 1 winner, who is arguably unfortunate not to be finishing the season as the highest-rated sprinter in Europe, Highfield Princess staying in training will add to what is shaping up to be an intriguing sprinting division next year.

GI Breeders’ Cup Filly And Mare Turf winner Tuesday (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) could also stay in training next year while the fourth home in that race, Nashwa (GB) (Frankel {GB}), will race on at four.

June Birthday No Barrier For Tuesday

Breeders with late foals can point to Tuesday (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) being the latest star performer to overcome what most would view as a negative.

Being a May foal didn’t pose any trouble to Northern Dancer (Nearctic). Former Ballydoyle-trained inmates Hermosa (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), Forever Together (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) and Together Forever (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) were also born in May as was Sea Of Class (Ire) (Sea The Stars {Ire}).

Now Tuesday, who famously turned three the day she won the Oaks, proved that even June foals can compete and win at the highest level.

O’Brien revealed that a decision on whether to send Tuesday to Ashford Stud and retire her or tackle the G1 Hong Kong Cup and race on at four would be made in the coming days.

He said, "The plan might be to go to Ashford Stud and retire her, but there’s a good chance of her staying in training next year, in which case I would consider the Hong Kong Cup, but it all rests on her not going to Ashford." Cont. p6

Not The Punters Pal

The GI Breeders’ Cup Sprint was over before it began for the supporters of heavy favourite Golden Pal (Uncle Mo) who, not for the first time, lost his race at the start.

Without taking anything away from the shock 43-1 all-the-way winner Caravel (Mizzen Mast), Golden Pal was given no chance when Irad Ortiz tried to make up for the ground lost at the start by burning petrol to bustle him into a prominent position inside the first furlong.

Those early exertions told late on as he weakened out of contention, similarly to when the colt trailed home in last position in the G1 King’s Stand S. at Royal Ascot when sent off a 15-8 favourite.
**James Doyle: made the Breeders’ Cup breakthrough**

Take a bow James Doyle. Few would begrudge him his big moment in the spotlight aboard Rebel’s Romance (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) in the GI Breeders’ Cup Turf.

Fellow Godolphin-runner Nations Pride (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) was the chosen one of William Buick, and while he was a shade unlucky not to finish closer after getting boxed in at a crucial time, Rebel’s Romance ran out a deserving winner on the day.

Buick has been making headlines all season but Doyle proved once again that he is a fantastic deputy in securing his first Breeders’ Cup success.

It’s not the first time that Doyle usurped a better-fancied Godolphin runner, either, as he landed a minor surprise in overhauling Native Trail when winning the 2000 Guineas at Newmarket aboard the late Coroebus (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}).

Saturday’s success sugar-coated a marvellous season for a man riding at an impressive 20% strike-rate.

The win also drew Appleby level with O’Brien on three winners apiece at this year’s Breeders’ Cup with the two trainers supplying the entirety of Europe’s winners at the meeting.

The friendly rivalry between Appleby and O’Brien provided a fascinating subplot to this year’s contest.

**Important Winner For Shadwell**

Malathaat (Curlin) may not be trained in Europe but the impact of her tenacious GI Breeders’ Cup Distaff success could be felt in Britain and Ireland for the coming years.

In Baaeed (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}) and Malathaat, the Shadwell team have been blessed with one of the best colts and fillies of the modern era.

Sheikha Hissa has enjoyed a memorable year with Baaeed and Malathaat capping it all off on Saturday.

Indeed, it was at Keeneland where Shadwell bought a trio of blue-blooded fillies from Book 1 of Keeneland’s September yearling sale and followed that up with a productive haul at Book 1 and Book 2 at Tattersalls last month.

Horses like Baaeed and Malathaat don’t come along every year but their performances on the track this season will have done no harm to the hopes that Sheikha Hissa’s commitments to the industry on both sides of the Atlantic will be felt for some time.

**RUBAIYAT TO STAND AT GESTUT OHLERWEIHERHOF IN 2023**

Rubaiyat (Fr) (Areion {Ger}--Representera {GB}, by Lomitas {GB}), a group winner at two, three, four, and five years, will stand at Gestut Ohlerweiherhof in Germany next year, Jour de Galop reported. His fee will be €4,500.

Bred by Gestut Karlshof, he was a €26,000 BBAG August yearling. In the colours of Darius Racing, the Henk Grewe trainee was a multiple group winner in both France and Italy. As a juvenile, he won the G2 Gran Criterium and the G3 Preis des Winterfavoriten, and the G3 Dr. Busch-Memorial went his way as a sophomore. In 2021, he scored in the G2 Premio di Capua Vittorio, and this year, he signed off his 25-start career in the G3 Premio Ribot last month. Earning north of $650,000, Rubaiyat placed in another 10 group races throughout his racing days.

A half-brother to French listed winner Rose Flower (Ger) (Dabirsim {Fr}), the 5-year-old counts G3 Prix d’Aumale heroine Joyeuse Entree (GB) (Kendor {Fr}) as his second dam. Cont. p7
JOB OPENINGS
A listing of career opportunities in the Thoroughbred industry

Amo Racing are recruiting for a
Racing Secretary/Administrator
to join their expanding global team

The successful candidate is likely to have the following credentials:
- Experience in a similar role is highly preferable
- Strong interest in racing
- Good communicator with exceptional organisational skills
- IT literate – good Excel skills required
- Self-motivated and a good team player
- Valid driving license
- In return we offer a highly competitive salary & benefits package

To apply, please send a written application and CV to Tom Pennington:
tom@amoracing.co.uk – closing date Monday 14th November 2022

Want to list your job?

Standard listing: $350
- One printed ad on this page (date of your choice)
- 30 day listing on our careers page: thetdn.com/careers
- Job promoted through our social media channels

Multi listing: $300 each
- Two printed ads on this page (two dates of your choice)
- 30 day listing on our careers page: thetdn.com/careers
- Job promoted through our social media channels

Contact the TDN Ad Staff: advertising@thetdn.com
for details or to post a job
Rubaiyat Cont.

Besides foaling his winning dam Representera, she also produced G1 Poule d'Essai des Poulains hero Tin Horse (Ire) (Sakhee) and the listed winner and group-placed Becomes You (GB) (Lomitas {GB}). Two-time group winner Jadoomi (Fr) (Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}), also placed twice at the highest level, is out of a winning full-sister to Tin Horse.

Share this story

BLUE BRESIL YEARLING TOPS THE FIRST DAY OF THE NOVEMBER NH SALE AT FAIRYHOUSE

A gelded son of Blue Bresil (Fr) (lot 62) topped the first day of the Tattersalls Ireland November National Hunt Sale at Fairyhouse on Saturday. Out of Tell It To Me (GB) (Kayf Tara {GB}), the bay was offered by David Minton’s Mill House Stud and sold for €50,000 to Redbridge Stables. His second dam is the Grade 3 chase winner Liberthine (Fr) (Chamberlin {Fr}), herself a half-sister to three-time Grade 1-winning chaser Long Run (Fr) (Cadoul {Fr}).

Consignor David Minton said of the March-born yearling, “He is a lovely horse and by the right sire, which was important. He was bred by Robert Waley-Cohen, who is cutting back on numbers now that his son Sam has finished riding.”

Allenstown Stables consigned lot 28, a colt by Soldier Of Fortune (Ire), who caught the eye of Ian Ferguson for €40,000. He is a half-brother to G1 Guinness H. Chase hero Foxy Jacks (Ire) (Fame And Glory {GB})

Two horses brought €37,000 apiece and they both went to T Hillman. The first, lot 60, is a gelded son of Gentlewave (Ire) from Mill House Stud. His dam was placed at listed level over hurdles in France. Loughview Stud offered lot 93, a gelding by Poet’s Word (Ire), who is a half-brother to Group 3-winning chaster Ballynagour (Ire) (Shantou) and to the Grade 3-placed chaser Simply Wings (Ire) (Winged Love {Ire}).

A total of 45 yearlings sold from 93 offered (48%) for a gross of €725,150. The average and median both posted big gains at €16,114 (+60%) and €14,000 (+21%), respectively.

The sale continues with National Hunt foals from Sunday through Nov. 10. There is also a broodmare session later in the day on Nov. 10.

Share this story

FIRST-SEASON SIRES WITH RUNNERS

Sunday, Nov. 6, 2022:
FRANCE

Dschingis Secret (Ger) (Soldier Hollow {GB}), Haras de Montaigu
33 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

4-CROISE-LAROCHE, 1800m, Dschingis Shaan (Fr)

Gustav Klimt (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), Coolmore Stud
67 foals of racing age/8 winners/0 black-type winners

7-CROISE-LAROCHE, 1100m, Findon Echo (Ire)

Harry Angel (Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}), Dalham Hall Stud
105 foals of racing age/23 winners/1 black-type winner

2-DEAUVILLE, 1300m, Dazzle At Dawn (GB)
€40,000 RNA Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2021

Recoletos (Fr) (Whipper), Haras du Quesnay
57 foals of racing age/3 winners/0 black-type winners

7-CROISE-LAROCHE, 1100m, Reminisce (Fr)
€22,000 Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2021

Saxon Warrior (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}), Coolmore Stud
117 foals of racing age/20 winners/3 black-type winners

4-CROISE-LAROCHE, 1800m, Spirit Cutter (Fr)
€55,000 RNA Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2021

Seahenge (Scat Daddy), Haras de la Haie Neuve
69 foals of racing age/4 winners/0 black-type winners

2-DEAUVILLE, 1300m, Zalamo (Fr)

IRELAND

Expert Eye (GB) (Acclamation {GB}), Banstead Manor Stud
99 foals of racing age/20 winners/0 black-type winners

4-NAAS, 8f, Eyeeye (GB)
9,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2020; £40,000
Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling 2021; 100,000gns
Tattersalls Craven Breeze Up Sale 2022

2-NAAS, 6f, Mile End (GB)

Havana Grey (GB) (Havana Gold {Ire}), Whitsbury Manor Stud
116 foals of racing age/41 winners/5 black-type winners

2-NAAS, 6f, Distillate (GB)
4,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2020; €4,000 RNA
Goffs February Sale 2022
Havana Grey sired his 41st 2-year-old winner of the season in Italy on Saturday.

**Whitsbury Manor Stud**

**Saxon Warrior (Jpn)** (Deep Impact (Jpn)), Coolmore Stud
117 foals of racing age/20 winners/3 black-type winners

4-NAAS, 8f, Water Nymph (Ire)

**Unfortunately (Ire)** (Society Rock (Ire)), Springfield House Stud
33 foals of racing age/8 winners/0 black-type winners

4-NAAS, 8f, Lucky Question (GB)

11,500gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2020; €18,000 RNA

Goffs Sportman’s Yearling Sale 2021

Saturday’s Results:

**BETGOODWIN NEW UK BETTING SITE IRISH EBF GILLIES FILLIES S.-Listed,** £47,000, Doncaster, 11-5, 3yo/up, f/m, 10f 43yT, 2:17.91, hy.

1–**SOMETHING ENTICING (IRE), 130, f, 4, Fascinating Rock (Ire) –La Chapelle (Ire), by Holy Roman Emperor (IRE). 1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN.** (14,000gns RNA Wlg ’18 TATFOA; 5,500gns RNA Ylg ’19 TAOCT). O-Trebles Holford Thoroughbreds; B-Trebles Holford Farm Thoroughbreds (IRE); T-Andrew Balding; J-David Probert. £27,824. Lifetime Record: 16-4-5-2, $111,927.

2–**Precisely (GB), 130, m, 5, Al Kazeem (GB)–Easter Diva (Ire), by Dansili (GB). 1ST BLACK TYPE.** O-C Benham/D Whitford/L Quinn/K Quinn; B-Kevin Quinn (GB); T-John Butler. £10,523.

3–**Sweet Believer (Ire), 130, f, 4, Make Believe (GB)–Olivia Pope (Ire), by Libbourne Lad (Ire).** (€4,000 Wlg ’18 GOFNOV; €10,000 Ylg ’19 TIRSEP; 105,000gns 2yo ’20 TATGBR). O-Sheikh Rashid Dalmook Al Maktoum; B-Mark Byrne (IRE); T-William Haggas. £5,259.

Margins: NK, NK, 1. Odds: 9.00, 16.00, 4.50.

Also Ran: Jasmine Joy (Ire), Eidikos (GB), Star Fortress (Ire), Pink Carnation (GB), Misty Dancer (GB), Life of Dreams (GB), Moon de Vega (GB), Mellow Yellow (Ire), Wynter Wildes (GB), Celtic Empress (GB), Darmoiselle (GB), Queen of The Skies (GB), Zarabanda (Ire), Smiling Jayne (Ire). Scratched: White Willow (GB).

Runner-up in a hot renewal of this race 12 months ago, Something Enticing was passed by David Elsworth to Andrew Balding as a promising type for 2022 but had been held up in her progress after a second in Goodwood’s Listed Tapster S. over a mile and a half May 21. Back from wind surgery to finish second to Al Husn (Ire) (Dubawi (Ire)) attempting to give that promising Shadwell filly five pounds in a Newmarket handicap over this trip at the start of last month, the bay came forward again on heavy ground that she had yet to try but had long hinted would be her bag.

Held up towards the rear throughout the early stages, she was able to cut through the pack to take command passing the furlong pole and had to be tough as a horde of chasers hunted her down in the final approach. She holds an entry in the Tatts December Mares Sale later this month.

The dam, who is also responsible for this year’s Listed Curragh S. scorer Mauiewowie (GB) (Night Of Thunder (Ire)), produced the yearling filly Malibu Rising (GB) (Expert Eye (GB)) who sold for 35,000gns to Rae Guest Racing at the recent Book 2 and has a son of Postponed (Ire) entered in the Tatts December Foal Sale. She is a daughter of the G1 Irish 1000 Guineas heroine Nightime (Ire) (Galileo (Ire)), which makes her a half to the illustrious Ghaiyyath (Ire) (Dubawi (Ire)) and to the G1 Man o’ War S.-winning Zhukova (Ire) by Fascinating Rock’s sire Fastnet Rock (Aus). She is in turn the dam of Godolphin’s exciting TDN Rising Star Imperial Emperor (Ire) by Ghaiyyath’s sire. **VIDEO.**

**DOWNLOAD THE BETGOODWIN APP WENTWORTH S.-Listed,** £40,000, Doncaster, 11-5, 3yo/up, 6f 2yT, 1:17.11, hy.

1–**FAST RESPONSE (IRE), 126, f, 3, Fast Company (Ire)–Deemah (Ire), by Iffraaj (GB). 1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN.** (£7,000 Ylg ’20 TATIRY; 13,000gns 2yo ’21 TATBRG). O-Nick Bradley Racing 39; B-Deemah Syndicate (IRE); T-Karl Burke; J-Clifford Lee. £22,684. Lifetime Record: 21-6-1-4, $114,273.

2–**Tarhib (Ire), 126, f, 4, Dark Angel (Ire)–Allez Alaia (Ire), by Pivotal (GB). 1ST BLACK TYPE.** (1,050,000gns Ylg ’19 TATOCT). O-Shadwell Estate Company Ltd; B-Owenstown Bloodstock Ltd (IRE); T-William Haggas. £8,600.

3–**Art Power (Ire), 136, h, 5, Dark Angel (Ire)–Evening Time (Ire), by Keltos (Fr).** (£110,000 Ylg ’18 GOFOR). O-King Power Racing Co Ltd; B-Owenstown Bloodstock Ltd (IRE); T-Tim Easterby. £4,304.
Margins: 2, 2 1/4, 2 1/4. Odds: 8.00, 3.00, 1.88. Also Ran: Marshal Dan (Ire), Commanche Falls (GB), Rhythm Master (Ire), Cuban Breeze (GB), Volatile Analyst, Chipstead (GB), Fiduciary (GB). Scratched: Cherish (Fr), Summerghand (Ire).

Looking to be plateauing this year, Fast Response found something extra when the weather turned in early October and rattled up a brace of handicap wins in testing ground in the space of 10 days at Nottingham and at this venue. Only seventh behind Tarhik tackling another back at Nottingham four days later, the bay surged back to form to cap a fine season for her talent-rich stable. Always travelling easily in the deep going tracking the pace, she was sent forward two out and had control soon after en route to an easy breakthrough success.

The dam, who also has an unraced 2-year-old filly by Anjaal (GB), is a daughter of the G3 Firth of Clyde S. winner Princess Iris (Ire) (Desert Prince (Ire)) and granddaughter of Athlumney Lady (GB) (Lycius) who was successful in the G3 Killavullan S.

2nd-Doncaster, £9,950, Mdn, 11-5, 2yo, 6f 2yT, 1:19.57, hy. FERROUS (IRE) (c, 2, Dark Angel (Ire)--Grizzel (IRE) (GSW-Can, SP-Eng, SP-US, $237,120), by Kodiac (GB)), third behind the subsequent Listed Criterium de Vitesse winner Proverb (Ire) (Harry Angel (Ire)) on debut over five furlongs at Windsor Oct. 17, raced keenly early behind the leading trio. Edging ahead of Uncle (GB) (Harry Angel (Ire)) with a furlong remaining, the 13-8 favourite had to battle to hold that rallying rival but proved equal to the task to prevail by a head. The winner is the first foal out of the GII Selene S.-winning dam, who is a full-sister to the Listed Prix des Lilas scorer and G3 Killavullan S. runner-up Penny Hills (Ire). Her yearling colt is by Saxon Warrior (Jpn). Sales history: 35,000gns Ylg '21 TADEY. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $6,893. O-Recycled Products Limited & Partner; B-Merriebelle Irish Farm Ltd (IRE); T-Mick Channon.

5th-Doncaster, £9,950, Mdn, 11-5, 2yo, 6f 2yT, 1:19.73, hy. TIRIAC (GB) (c, 2, Sixties Icon (GB)--Rough Courte (IRE), by Clodovil (IRE)), runner-up to the year-older pattern-race performer and TDN Rising Star Ehraz (GB) (Showcasing (GB)) over this trip at Newmarket Oct. 28, tanked his way to the front after the initial yards. Always too strong for his peers, the 5-1 shot was shaken up to assert his superiority and register a five-length success from Talha (GB) (Havana Grey (GB)). The winner, a full-brother to the Listed Rockingham S. scorer Nastase (GB), is currently the last known foal out of a relative of the G3 Huxley S. scorer Championship Point (Ire) (Lomitas (GB)). Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-0, $10,761. O/T-Mick Channon; B-Mike Channon Bloodstock Limited (GB).

HANDICAP RESULT:
7th-Doncaster, £70,000, 11-5, 3yo/up, 11f 197yT, 2:42.20, hy. METIER (IRE) (g, 6, Mastercraftsman (IRE)--We'll Go Walking (IRE) (GSP-Ire, SP-Eng), by Authorized (IRE)) Lifetime Record: 17-6-1-0, $186,855. O-Mr G C Stevens; B-Knockaine Stud (IRE); T-Harry Fry. *55,000gns Ylg '16 TATFOA; 68,000gns RNA Ylg '17 TAOCT; 150,000gns HRA '19 TATAHI.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:
Sir Laurence Graff (IRE), c, 2, Galileo (Ire)--Dalidiyna (Fr), by Dansili (GB). Chelmsford City, 11-5, 10f (AWT), 2:06.90. Lifetime Record: 7-1-3-1, $16,979. B-White Birch Farm SC (IRE). *Full to Interpretation (Ire), SW-Ire, GSP-Aus, $174,827. Miss Sarajevo (GB), f, 2, Rajasinghe (IRE)--Cherry Malotte (GB), by Pivotal (GB). Chelmsford City, 11-5, 7f (AWT), 1:26.36. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $4,237. B-Phil Cunningham (GB). *6th winner for first-season sire (by Choisir (Aus)).
ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:
Enta Omry (GB), c, 2, Havana Grey (GB)--Rutherford (Ire), by Dutch Art (GB). Milan, 11-5, Hcp. (€13.2k), 1000mT, 1:01.30. O-Chemin de Fer. B-R. F. & S. D. Knipe (GB). T-Luciano Vitabile. *8,000gns Wlg '20 TATNOV; 30,000gns Ylg '21 TATSEP. **41st winner for his first-season sire (by Havana Gold (Ire)).

Sound Of Love (GB), f, 2, Tasleet (GB)--Celestine Abbey (GB), by Authorized (Ire). Siracuse, 11-5, Cond. (€12.1k), 1300mT. O-Carmelo Cannarella. B-Sarah Moorby & Kayleigh West (GB). T-Carmelo Bottone. *14th winner for her first-season sire (by Showcasing {GB}). **2,000gns Wlg '20 TATNOV.

IN AUSTRALIA:
Soulcombe (GB), g, 3, Frankel (GB)--Ribbons (GB) (Hwt. Older Mare-Ire at 9 1/2-11f, SW & GSP-Eng, G1SW-Fr, GSW & G1SP-Ire, S590,119), by Mandalou (Ger). Flemington, 11-5, G3 Queen's Cup, 2600mT, 2:43.87. O-O Kheir, M Arbib, B Arbib, Sneesby Racing, N Greenhalch, J O'Neill, C Budgett, T Maddern, B O'Brien, Punt Road End Syndicate, A K Racing, Carty Racing, S Lewin, V Kheir, B Nettlefold, D Edmonds, Bromfield Park & B Secatore; B-Pursuit of Success LLC (GB); T-C J Waller. *190,000gns RNA HRA '21 TATAPR. **1st BLACK-TYPE WIN. 1ST GROUP WIN.

Pedigree Notes
Darley stallion Discreet Cat now has 38 stakes winners to his credit, 15 of them at group level following Obamburumai’s score. Originally based at Darley's American arm near Lexington, the 2006 GI Cigar Mile hero was transferred to Darley's Japanese division in 2017 where he has been based ever since. Leading the charge for his progeny is the dual GI Carter H. hero Dads Caps, while his GI Del Mar Oaks heroine Discreet Marq has since produced listed winner Thoughts Of June (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), GI Beholder Mile S. heroine Secret Spice and GI Chandelier S. victress Secret Compass round out his Group 1 winners Stateside, with Taksim (Brz) landing a top-flight race in Brazil.

Although winless in 11 starts, Pink Gerbera did place second in a one-mile maiden for 3-year-olds at Hanshin. Her first foal, the Ceres Hunt (Jpn) gelding Fuyu Shogun (Jpn), is a winner, and with Obamburumai’s victory, she has a flawless produce record. Her yearling is a filly by Maurice (Jpn) and Pink Gerbera also has a weanling filly by Rulership (Jpn).

Second dam Le Sucre (Jpn) (Sakura Bakushin O {Jpn}) foaled the stakes winner and dual G1 Prix de la Foret third Entscheiden (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}), as well as two other multiple Japanese group winners in Bien Fait (Jpn) (Kizuna {Jpn}) and Blanc Bonheur (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}). The last-named was third in the G1 Hanshin S. 51 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and G1 Florida Derby victor turned influential sire and broodmare sire Unbridled’s Song (Unbridled) is under the fourth dam, Trolley Song (Caro {Ire}).

IN UAE:

Verboten (Ire), g, 5, No Nay Never--Far Away Eyes (Ire), by High Chaparral (Ire). Jebel Ali, 11-5, Hcp., 1600m, 1:38.39. O-Al Rashid Stables, LLC. B-B Minde (Ire). T-Doug Watson. *€82,000 Wlg '17 GOFOCT; €350,000 Ylg '18 GOFOCT.

IN AUSTRALIA:
Soulcombe (GB), g, 3, Frankel (GB)--Ribbons (GB) (Hwt. Older Mare-Ire at 9 1/2-11f, SW & GSP-Eng, G1SW-Fr, GSW & G1SP-Ire, S590,119), by Mandalou (Ger). Flemington, 11-5, G3 Queen's Cup, 2600mT, 2:43.87. O-O Kheir, M Arbib, B Arbib, Sneesby Racing, N Greenhalch, J O'Neill, C Budgett, T Maddern, B O'Brien, Punt Road End Syndicate, A K Racing, Carty Racing, S Lewin, V Kheir, B Nettlefold, D Edmonds, Bromfield Park & B Secatore; B-Pursuit of Success LLC (GB); T-C J Waller. *190,000gns RNA HRA '21 TATAPR. **1st BLACK-TYPE WIN. 1ST GROUP WIN.

Pedigree Notes
Darley stallion Discreet Cat now has 38 stakes winners to his credit, 15 of them at group level following Obamburumai’s score. Originally based at Darley's American arm near Lexington, the 2006 GI Cigar Mile hero was transferred to Darley's Japanese division in 2017 where he has been based ever since. Leading the charge for his progeny is the dual GI Carter H. hero Dads Caps, while his GI Del Mar Oaks heroine Discreet Marq has since produced listed winner Thoughts Of June (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), GI Beholder Mile S. heroine Secret Spice and GI Chandelier S. victress Secret Compass round out his Group 1 winners Stateside, with Taksim (Brz) landing a top-flight race in Brazil.

Although winless in 11 starts, Pink Gerbera did place second in a one-mile maiden for 3-year-olds at Hanshin. Her first foal, the Ceres Hunt (Jpn) gelding Fuyu Shogun (Jpn), is a winner, and with Obamburumai’s victory, she has a flawless produce record. Her yearling is a filly by Maurice (Jpn) and Pink Gerbera also has a weanling filly by Rulership (Jpn).

Second dam Le Sucre (Jpn) (Sakura Bakushin O {Jpn}) foaled the stakes winner and dual G1 Prix de la Foret third Entscheiden (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}), as well as two other multiple Japanese group winners in Bien Fait (Jpn) (Kizuna {Jpn}) and Blanc Bonheur (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}). The last-named was third in the G1 Hanshin S. 51 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and G1 Florida Derby victor turned influential sire and broodmare sire Unbridled’s Song (Unbridled) is under the fourth dam, Trolley Song (Caro {Ire}).

DISCREET CAT COLT REMAINS UNDEFEATED AT TOKYO by Heather Anderson

Fresh off a winning debut over this trip at Chukyo versus newcomers on Sept. 24, Obamburumai (Jpn) (Discreet Cat) stunned the G2 Keio Hai Nisai S. field at Tokyo on Saturday, winning by a length at odds of 50-1.

Noticeably lathered on his shoulders in the preliminaries, the bay stalked from third along the backstretch as From Dusk (Bolt d'Oro) was pressed by Speed Of Light (Jpn) (Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}). Saving every inch of ground against the rail on the bend, he was asked for his bid inside the final quarter-mile. Steered to the outside of the embattled pacesetters, the son of Pink Gerbera (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}) shifted gears and motored away to score with a degree of comfort at the wire. From Dusk was a nose better than Speed Of Light in the placings.
Saturday, Tokyo, Japan
KEIO HAI NISAII S.-G2, ¥72,910,000, Tokyo, 11-5, 2yo, 1400mT, 1:20.90, fm.

1--OBAMBURUMAI (JPN), 121, c, 2, Discreet Cat
   1st Dam: Pink Gerbera (Jpn), by Deep Impact (Jpn)
   2nd Dam: Le Sucre (Jpn), by Sakura Bakushin O (Jpn)
   3rd Dam: Asian Meteor, by Unbridled
   1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. 1ST GROUP WIN. O-Koji Oka; B-Sunday Hills; T-Koji Yoshimura; J-Takeshi Yokoyama; ¥38,637,000.
   Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0. Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.
   Work Nick Rating: C. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--From Dusk, 121, c, 2, Bolt d'Oro--Foolish Cause, by Giant's Causeway. 1ST BLACK TYPE. 1ST GROUP BLACK TYPE.
   ($200,000 Ylg '21 KEESEP; $900,000 2yo '22 OBSMAR).
   O-Susumu Fujita; B-Springhouse Farm (KY); ¥15,182,000.

RIVARA SHOCKS FANTASY S.

by Heather Anderson

Rivara (Jpn) (Kinshasa no Kiseki {Aus}) surprised her 11 rivals in the G3 KBS Kyoto Sho Fantasy S. when she parlayed her 69-1 odds into a 1 1/4-length victory at Hanshin on Saturday.

In charge from the bell, she doled out splits of :22.90 for the first quarter and rolled through a half-mile in :46.30. Still under only mild pressure from Ballerina (Jpn) (Daiwa Major Jpn)), she turned into the home straight with her ears pricked. Sent hard by Shu Ishibashi at that point, she stole a march on her rivals and had built up enough cushion to withstand the surging 5-2 odds into a 1 1/4-length victory at Hanshin on Saturday.

Also Ran: Pace Setting (GB), Yakushima (GB), Boukephalas (Jpn), Miss Yokohama (Jpn), Energy Chime (Jpn), Noble Run (Jpn), Missile Dorata (Jpn), Ask Dream More (Jpn), London Plan (Jpn), Rosso Rampante (Jpn), Saimon Olive (Jpn), Schon Prima (Jpn), Aroma de Rosa (Jpn), Satsumano Onna (Jpn), Mikatte Yondeii (Jpn), Sylpheed Reve (Jpn), Cosmo Hooray (Jpn), Ballerina (Jpn), Antano Ballad (Jpn), Marble Macaron (Jpn), Sofplak (Jpn), Sylphed Reve (Jpn), Sylphed Reve (Jpn), Cosmo Hooray (Jpn), Ballerina (Jpn), Aroma de Rosa (Jpn), Satsumano Onna (Jpn), Mikatte Yondeii (Jpn).

Margins: 1, NO, NK. Odds: 69.70, 2.90, 16.20.

RIVARA (JPN), 119, f, 2, by Kinshasa no Kiseki {Aus}
   1st Dam: Indriya (GSW & G1SP-Brz), by Stormy Atlantic
   2nd Dam: Sophie's Salad, by Rahy
   3rd Dam: Lady Tabitha, by Lyphard

1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. 1ST GROUP WIN. O-Yasuki Arai; B-Symboli Farm (Jpn); T-Mizuki Takayanagi; J-Shu Ishibashi.
   ¥29,455,000. Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-1.

2--Bouton d'Or (Jpn), 119, f, 2, Big Arthur (Jpn)--Princess Rock
   1st Dam: Indriya (GSW & G1SP-Brz), by Stormy Atlantic
   2nd Dam: Sophie's Salad, by Rahy
   3rd Dam: Lady Tabitha, by Lyphard

1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. 1ST GROUP WIN. O-Yasuki Arai; B-Symboli Farm (Jpn); T-Mizuki Takayanagi; J-Shu Ishibashi.
   ¥29,455,000. Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-1. Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.
   Werk Nick Rating: C. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

3--Red Hill Shoes (Jpn), 119, f, 2, Heart's Cry (Jpn)--Yamano Love (Jpn), by Agnes Digital. 1ST BLACK-TYPE. 1ST GROUP WIN.
   O-Masatoki Kuremoto; B-Champions Farm (Jpn);
   ¥7,365,000.

Also Ran: Two Tails (Jpn), Sarasa How Pretty (Jpn), Queen's Elsa (Jpn), Sylphed Reve (Jpn), Cosmo Hooray (Jpn), Ballerina (Jpn), Aroma de Rosa (Jpn), Satsumano Onna (Jpn), Mikatte Yondeii (Jpn).

Margins: 1 1/4, 1, HF. Odds: 69.70, 2.90, 16.20.

JAPANESE GROUP 1 RACES – 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 13</td>
<td>Queen Elizabeth II Cup</td>
<td>Hanshin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 20</td>
<td>Mile Championship S.</td>
<td>Hanshin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 27</td>
<td>Japan Cup</td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 4</td>
<td>Champions Cup</td>
<td>Chukyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 11</td>
<td>Hanshin Juvenile Fillies</td>
<td>Hanshin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 18</td>
<td>Asahi Hai Futurity S.</td>
<td>Hanshin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sunday, Munich, Germany, post time: 14:50

**GROSSER ALLIANZ-PREIS VON BAYERN-G1**, €155,000, 3yo/up, 12FT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC</th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>TRAINER</th>
<th>JOCKEY</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mendocino (Ger)</td>
<td>Adlerflug (Ger)</td>
<td>Steinberg</td>
<td>Piechulek</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Siskany (GB)</td>
<td>Dubawi (Ire)</td>
<td>C Appleby</td>
<td>Barzalona</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Albaflora (GB)</td>
<td>Muhaarar (GB)</td>
<td>Beckett</td>
<td>R Ryan</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lavello (Ire)</td>
<td><strong>Zarak (Fr)</strong></td>
<td>Klug</td>
<td>Pedroza</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tunnes (Ger)</td>
<td>Guiliani (Ire)</td>
<td>Schiergen</td>
<td>Murzabayev</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Well Disposed (Ire)</td>
<td>Dubawi (Ire)</td>
<td>Klug</td>
<td>Starke</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All posts displayed in local time.
ZAAKI WINS BACK-TO-BACK CHAMPIONS S.

Zaaki (GB) (Leroidesanimaux {Brz}) silenced a few of his doubters on Saturday when he wreaked his revenge on old foe Anamoe (Street Boss {USA}) with a brilliant front-running performance to land back-to-back editions of the G1 Champions S. at Flemington.

Despite barely putting a foot wrong all season, opening up his preparation with a win in the G2 Tramway, before finishing third in both the G1 Underwood S. and G1 Might And Power S. and was last seen running a never-nearer fourth in the G1 Cox Plate, Zaaki’s critics had began to pile up. However, his trainer Annabel Neasham has never lost faith in the gelding and he rewarded her unwavering support on Saturday when he added an impressive fourth top-flight win to his record.

Given a masterclass ride by Jamie Kah, who allowed the 8-year-old to bowl along in front, while Anamoe, who was attempting to win the fifth Group 1 in succession, raced in midfield in the early stages. As the field approached the turn, McDonald began to ask Anamoe for his effort, but he did not respond with his usual vigour and the writing looked on the wall as Zaaki began to pick up again under Kah’s instructions, eventually sailing away to a 0.4l victory over Hezashocka (NZ) (Shocking), who passed the post in second.

The winner’s stablemate Mo’unga (NZ) (Savabeel) officially finished in third, but was promoted to second in the stewards’ room after it was deemed Hezashocka had caused interference, handing Neasham a quinella in the $3-million race.

With Zaaki’s win came a little slice of history as he became only the second horse to win two editions of the G1 Champions S. (formerly known as G1 MacKinnon S.), with Belmura Lad (NZ) (Belmura {GB}) in 1980 and 1981 the first horse to complete the feat.

The popular Zaaki is owned by VRC Chairman Neil Wilson and other members of the VRC committee and an emotional Neasham was quick to pay tribute to the horse, saying she was grateful to him for ‘kick-starting’ her career, with this latest victory providing the young trainer with her seventh elite triumph.

“That’s the way to ride him (Zaaki),” Neasham said amid euphoric scenes at Flemington. “I thought we’re not going to die wondering, roll along and just repeat last year. She (Kah) gave him an absolute peach.

“All of his wins, he's gone quick and that's his greatest asset, his big cruising speed. I said, 'Put your foot down'. She did exactly that and he's just so tough.

“Yeah, I think it is (my biggest day at the races). This time last year it was relief because he'd had that temperature before the Cox Plate and I was thinking, 'Was I doing the right thing running him here'? And so, when he won, it was a feeling of relief.

“But this year, I have been able to enjoy it, he was third in the market and I've just been able to enjoy the day.”

Kah was equally emphatic in her praise for the horse and also applauded Neasham for her handling of the gelding.

“Isn't he just a superstar?” she said. “It was a hot race and he's been running against them every second week and just things haven't gone our way.”

Like Mark Zahra, Kah was among the jockeys forced to watch the spring carnival from the sidelines last year, after being caught up amongst the Airbnb COVID breach and she hailed Saturday’s win as one of the biggest of her career.

“The day has just made it so much more special, I've got my beautiful parents here. Not to be riding during the carnival last year to winning a Group 1 on one of the biggest days of racing is just an unbelievable feeling,” she said.

“It's been a tough week really, I've had some nice rides but nothing's really hit the mark. I had a lovely horse in the Oaks (Pavitra) that just missed out and I was just hoping, 'C'mon, do I just get a little bit of luck this week?'
“I was expecting him to run well but how can you be confident against Anamoe and I’m Thunderstruck?”

Of Neasham, Kah said, “She’s a beautiful woman, she’s a fantastic lady to ride for. She doesn’t fill your head with too many instructions.

“What she’s been able to do with her stable, to build it up to a dynasty, she’s got so many classy horses, so much faith in her team, it’s hard not to have faith in her horses; they’re flying at the moment, she deserves it all, she’s fantastic.

**Pedigree Notes**

The first horse since Belmura Lad (NZ) (Belmura {GB}) in 1980 and 1981 to win this race twice, Zaaki (GB) (Leroidesanimaux {Brz}) led his rivals a merry dance with this, his fourth success at the elite level. And he created further history in doing so—the first Victorian Group 1 winner ridden and trained by a woman—throwing in the fact that he was also bred by a woman, Lanwades Stud’s high-achieving Kirsten Rausing.

One of the 25 stakes winners and three Group 1 winners sired by the late multiple Group 1 winner Leroidesanimaux (Brz) who at one stage was touted to shuttle to Australia, Zaaki is out of the two-time winning Sadler’s Wells (USA) mare Kesara (GB) whose other five winners include the stakes-placed, Singapore-based galloper Kirks Ryker (GB) (Selkirk {USA}) and the dam of the Listed winner Kawida (GB) (Sir Percy {GB}).

Kesara is a half-sister to the French two-time listed winner Persona Grata (GB) (Sir Percy {GB}) whose daughter Lovely Esteem (GB) (Siyouni {Fr}) was Group 2-placed in Ireland in July. Zaaki’s stakes-placed third dam, Minya (USA) (Blushing Groom {Fr}) is the dam of the Italian dual Group 1 winner Altieri (GB) (Selkirk {USA}).

This is the prolific Marchetta (GB) (Marco {GB}) family which features further in Zaaki’s pedigree via Borealis (GB), Turn-To (Ire) and Klairon (Fr) to whom he is line-bred 5 X 6. Also boasting a 3 X 4 Blushing Groom (Fr) cross, Zaaki was a 40,000gns (AU$70,400) yearling—purchased for the Annabel Neasham stable for 150,000gns (AU$253,600) at the 2020 Tattersalls Autumn Horses in Training Sale.

---

**Weight For, 2000mT, 2:02.00, gd.**

**CHAMPIONS S.-G1**, A$3,000,000, VRC, 11-05, 3yo/up, Open Weight For, 2000mT, 2:02.00, gd.

1--**ZAAKI** (GB), 59.0, g, 7, by Leroidesanimaux (Brz)

1st Dam: Kesara (GB), by Sadler’s Wells (USA)
2nd Dam: Kaldounya (GB), by Kaldoun (Fr)
3rd Dam: Minya (USA), by Blushing Groom (Fr)

(40,000gns Ylg ’16 TATOECT; 150,000gns HRA ’20 TATOEOT). O-C E Holt, P J Prendergast, P F Guerra, P D Sidwell, Hirecha Racing, T C Eddy, A J Willoughby, D F Degenhardt, D P Sinn, C B Elkington, G P Carmody, G J Williamson, D P Hickey, M Etinger, Phil’s Dream No.3, M Catalano, Werrett Bloodstock Pty Ltd (Mgr: N R J Werrett) & N M Wilson; B-Miss K. Rausing (GB); T-Annabel Neasham; J-Jamie Kah; A$1,810,325. Lifetime Record: MG5W-Eng, 10-14-5-9, A$9,708,106. *1/2 to Kirks Ryker (GB) (Selkirk), SP-Sing, $313,793. **Werk Nick Rating: C.**

**Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Arion.com catalogue-style pedigree.**


3--**Hezashocka** (NZ), 59.0, g, 5, Shocking–Shezakwi (NZ), by Brilliance (USA). **1ST GROUP 1 BLACK TYPE.** ($18,000 Ylg ’19 NZBJAN). O-O T I Racing (Mgr: T F Henderson), R Menchise, T N Porter, W S Pelchen, K J Jones, Mrs E M Clotworthy, H K Haub, J A Scalmer, Mrs E E Mountfort, W L Mountfort, G W Fielding, R L Henriksen, J C Slattery, N Miaoulis, A Miaoulis, C S Racing (Mgr: A J Boyd) & T J Erridge; B-Mrs A A Corcoran, Central, (NZ); T-M Price & M Kent Jnr; J-D Oliver; A$270,000. Margins: HF, SHD, 1HF. Odds: 7.00, 9.00, 80.00.

Also Ran: Anamoe, I’m Thunderstruck (NZ), Bankers Choice (NZ), Elliptical, Hinged, Mr Maestro (NZ), Mustang Valley (NZ), Maximal (GB). **Click for the Racing Australia chart. VIDEO.**

**‘SEE YOU LATER ALLIGATOR’ by TDN AusNZ**

The Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott-trained Alligator Blood (All Too Hard) produced yet another sparkling front-running display to win the $3-million G1 Champions Mile at Flemington on Saturday.

The son of All Too Hard has been in brilliant form all season, having taken out the G1 Underwood S. in September and he was last seen dead heating for fifth in the G1 Cox Plate.

Ridden by Tim Clark, the 6-year-old gelding was sprightly out of the gates and took up his usual spot at the front of affairs, quickly putting daylight between himself and his rivals. As he surged past the clock tower, he began to come back to the field and the G1 Toorak H. winner Tuvalu (Kermadec {NZ}) began to mount a serious challenge.

However, all the hard work Alligator Blood had done early on paid off and he crossed the line 0.5l in front of Tuvalu. Mr Brightside (NZ) (Bullbars) ran another gallant race in defeat, finishing 0.75l away in third.
Waterhouse said it was a relief to see Alligator Blood back and was quick to heap the plaudits on her training partner, Bott, who was keen to see the horse tackle the 1600 metres again on Saturday.

“Absolute relief,” Waterhouse said. “He won at Sandown beating so many of the horses that he was up against today (Saturday) and Adrian was adamant about the mile and so was (part-owner) Gerry (Harvey).

“I bow to their superior knowledge because they were completely right. Tim was able to use his speed from the gates, and it was ‘see you later Alligator’.”

Run for the first time at weight for age as part of ‘Champions Day’, Waterhouse said the change had proven its worth with a high-class race on Saturday.

“It’s certainly proven for those horses who have gone through the handicap and come into open class,” Waterhouse said. “He has raced in the best weight-for-age race which is of course the Cox Plate, now to this which is probably his better distance.

“It was fabulous.”

Waterhouse said the connections would now weigh up options for the gelding, but she wouldn’t rule out a trip to Royal Ascot, with the trainer earmarking the G1 Queen Anne S. or G1 Platinum Jubilee as potential targets for Alligator Blood.

“We’ll talk to the owners, but I think he could be well suited over there,” said Waterhouse, who trains in partnership with Adrian Bott. “He showed there today (Saturday) what a good, tough horse he is,” she said.

Clark was full of praise for the Waterhouse and Bott stable and said he was delighted to see the horse add another Group 1 to his CV.

“He is at the back end of a really tough campaign and full credit to Gai and Adrian and Bec and Dave, the staff down here,” Clark said. “They’ve kept him up that extra couple of weeks and looked after him.

“It’s great to see him get another Group 1 on the board. He wears his heart on his sleeve, he’s as tough as they come and obviously didn’t have Zaaki on speed with him, but he still was able to flow nicely and importantly he relaxed really well to give a good, strong kick. What a wonderful job and I can’t thank Gai and Adrian enough.”

---

**Pedigree Notes**

One of the 22 stakes winners (and one of the four Group 1 horses who have all won at the elite-level at least twice) for his Vinery Stud-based, four-time Group 1 winner, All Too Hard, Alligator Blood is out of the unraced Lake Superior (Encosta De Lago) who sadly died young having had only four live foals, Alligator Blood the last of those.

Purchased by Ezybonds No 1 Syndicate for $55,000 at the 2018 Magic Millions Gold Coast Yearling Sale from his current part-owner, Gerry Harvey’s Baramul Stud draft, Alligator Blood is out of the unraced Encosta De Lago mare Lake Superior and she is herself a half-sister to listed winner Cantonese (Redoute’s Choice) as well as stakes-placed duo Chateau Margaux (Redoute’s Choice) and Monteux (Medaglia D’Oro (USA)).

Lake Superior is a daughter of the three-time Group 1-placed Kwilkwong (Red Ransom (USA)) whose son Cantonese (Redoute’s Choice) won the Listed Christmas Cup. Kwilkwong’s dam Tracy’s Element (Last Tycoon (Ire)) earned the titles of South African Champion 2-Year-Old and South African Champion Older Mare with her four wins in Group 1 company.

And she did a great job at stud, her nine winners including the Australian Horse of the Year Typhoon Tracy (Red Ransom (USA)) and the dual listed winner Red Element (also by Red Ransom (USA)).

Alligator Blood is one of the 26 stakes winners and six Group 1 winners combining the close relations Flying Spur and Encosta De Lago–bred on a 4 X 4 cross of Rolls (USA) (Mr. Prospector {USA}) as well as a 4 X 4 cross of Last Tycoon (Ire).

---

Saturday, Melbourne, Australia

KENNEDY CHAMPIONS MILE-G1, A$3,000,000, VRC, 11-05, 3yo/up, Open Weight For, 1600mT, 1:35.63, gd.

1--ALLIGATOR BLOOD, 59.0, g, 6, by All Too Hard (A$55,000 Ylg ‘18 MMLJAN). O-G Harvey, Mrs R Simpson & J A Simpson; B-Mr G Harvey (NSW); T-G Waterhouse & A Bott; J-Tim Clark; A$1,805,325. Lifetime Record: 26-12-4-1, A$5,574,575. Werk Nick Rating: A+. Click for the
Roch 'n' Horse

Bruno Cannatelli

eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Arion.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Tuvalu, 59.0, g, 5, Kermadec (NZ)--Hangin' Tough, by Exceed and Excel. (A$200,000 Ylg '19 INGMAR). O-C M Wells, W B Andrews Breeding & Racing (Mgr: W B Andrews), P G McCallum & J A Farac; B-Merricks Station (Vic); T-L Smith; J-J Fry; A$540,000.

3--Mr Brightside (NZ), 59.0, g, 5, Bullbars--Lilahjay (NZ), by Tavistock (NZ). ($22,000 Ylg '19 NZBMA). O-Lindsay Park Bloodstock (Mgr: Miss S Steel), Green Shorts Racing (Mgr: A Visallii), K J Paisley, Mrs C A Paisley, B P Carson, M Andreassis, J Molinario, Ms A Molinaro, Ms J A Evans, D I Hollyman, S C Horn, R M Jarvis, G Kerr, D Lee, R J White, D P Cavallo & The Fighting Cowboys (Mgr: A Pettiona); B-R I & Est late M A G Johnson, Waikato, (NZ); T-Ben & Jd Hayes; J-Craig Williams; A$270,000.

Also Ran: Aegon (NZ), Cascadian (GB), My Oberon (Ire), Private Eye, Sinawann (Ire), Dalasan, Kolding (NZ), Kiss Sum. Click for the Racing Australia chart. VIDEO.

ROCH 'N' HORSE SPOILS THE PARTY AGAIN

by TDN AusNZ

All the talk in the lead up to the G1 Darley Champions Sprint was about another mouth-watering clash between The Everest hero Giga Kick (Scissor Kick) and sprint champion Nature Strip (Nicconi). However, Roch ‘N’ Horse (Per Incanto {USA}) had clearly not read that version of the script, as she produced yet another memorable performance up the Flemington straight to land the second Group 1 of her career.

It was the second time the Mike Moroney-trained daughter of Per Incanto (USA) had trounced her rivals, having been a $101 shock winner of the G1 Newmarket H. in the autumn. However, this time round the 6-year-old mare had signalled she might be back to something like her best form, having warmed up for the Group 1 with second-place finishes in both the G2 Bobbie Lewis H. and G2 Gilgai S.

It was the second time the Mike Moroney-trained daughter of Per Incanto (USA) had trounced her rivals, having been a $101 shock winner of the G1 Newmarket H. in the autumn. However, this time round the 6-year-old mare had signalled she might be back to something like her best form, having warmed up for the Group 1 with second-place finishes in both the G2 Bobbie Lewis H. and G2 Gilgai S.

Bred and raced by Sam and Catriona Williams of Little Avondale Stud, the mare sliced through her rivals to just get up in the shades of the winning post to beat Nature Strip by 0.2l, while Queensland raider Baller (High Chaparral {Ire}) was the same distance away in third.

Reigning The Everest Champion, Giga Kick, surrendered his unbeaten record by running fifth in the race, with his jockey Craig Williams reporting the gelding had a tendency to lean in up the straight.

Moroney came close to winning Tuesday’s G1 Melbourne Cup with Emissary (GB) (Kingman [GB]) running a fast-finishing second behind Gold Trip (Fr) (Outstrip [GB]) and he was delighted to add another Group 1 to his CV at his ‘favourite’ track, Flemington.

“This has been a great track to me,” Moroney said. “I’ve won a couple of Derbies, an Oaks, the Melbourne Cup, a couple of Newmarkets down the straight. We’ve won most of the Group 1s here. I think it is the best track in the world.”

Moroney said the stable made the wise call to scratch Roch ‘N’ Horse from the G1 Manikato S. at Moonee Valley on Cox Plate Day. He said the mare became ‘frazzled’ by the lightning and thunder the previous night which resulted in the race being held over for almost 24 hours.

“It was a great performance by all my staff and my vets because she’s not the easiest at times,” Moroney said. “But she’s a very good mare and we knew it was no fluke, the Newmarket, and we were happy to take them on today (Saturday). We scratched out of the Manikato. I was with her when the lightning came and she really got a bit frazzled with the lightning above her, and she didn’t eat. So, I got her there (the following day) and when they didn’t upgrade the track, we pulled her out and that was the best decision.”

For jockey Jamie Mott, the win aboard the bonny mare was his second elite-level victory of the Melbourne Spring Carnival having ridden Callsign Mav (NZ) (Atlante) to victory in the G1 Sir Rupert Clarke S. at Caulfield in September.

“Unbelievable. This is truly what dreams are made of,” Mott said. “I was lucky enough to get my first Group 1 only a month ago and to think I’m here on the final day going past Nature Strip, I can’t believe it.

“Callsign Mav was a special feeling, but this just takes it to a whole new level. I must say, I feel sorry for Patrick Moloney. He’s done all the work on this mare, and he’s won a Group 1 on her himself, but he got suspended during the week. It’s unfortunate for him but that’s racing, and I was lucky enough that Mike and the connections gave me the opportunity and what a wonderful mare she is.”
**Pedigree Notes**

Bred by part-owners the Little Avondale Trust and passed in for NZ$40,000 at the 2018 New Zealand Bloodstock Yearling Sale, the attractive chestnut is one of the 24 stakes winners for her Little Avondale Stud-based sire and one of that Italian Group 3 winner’s five Group 1 winners.

A granddaughter of Street Cry (Ire), Roch ‘N’ Horse is out of the unraced Rochfort (NZ) (Cecconi), half-sister to the G3 Wellington S. winner Weissmuller (NZ) (Handsome Ransom), the dual listed winner Travolta (NZ) (Handsome Ransom) and the G1 VRC Oaks runner-up Harlow Gold (NZ) (Tavistock {NZ}).

Not returned to the New Zealand Stud Book since being served by Time Test (GB) two years ago, Rochfort has a yet to race 3-year-old filly by Tavistock (NZ) by the name of Priceless - a recent trial winner for the Robyn and Russell Rogers stable.

Hailing from the same family as the stakes winners Presently (Unbridled's Song {USA}), New Predator (New Approach {Ire}) and Serena Miss (NZ) (Iffraaj {GB}), Roch ‘N’ Horse carries crosses of the influential mares Natalma (USA) (Native Dancer {USA}), Almahmoud (USA) (Mahmoud {Fr}) and Lalun (USA) (Djeddah {Fr}).

---

**Saturday, Melbourne, Australia**

**VRC SPRINT CLASSIC-G1**, A$3,000,000, VRC, 11-05, 3yo/up, Open Weight For, 1200mT, 1:09.19, gd.

1-- **ROCH 'N' HORSE (NZ)**, 56.5, m, 6, by Per Incanto (USA)
   1st Dam: Rochfort (NZ), by Cecconi
   2nd Dam: Belongs in Lights, by Belong to Me (USA)
   3rd Dam: Celebrity Status (NZ), by Centaine (Aus)
   O-A S Williams, Mrs C Williams, A Cassin, G McLeod, G Pickering, R Wilson, M Smith, G Sharman, W Parkinson & P Collett; B-Little Avondale Trust, Central, (NZ); T-M D Moroney; J-J Mott; A$1,805,325. Lifetime Record: SW & G1SP-NZ, 18-5-6-0, A$2,976,483. Werk Nick Rating: B. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Arion.com catalogue-style pedigree.


3-- **Baller**, 58.5, g, 7, High Chaparral (Ire)--Fuwa, by Encosta de Lago. 1ST GROUP 1 BLACK TYPE. (A$160,000 Ylg '17 MMLJAN). O-C J McKerr, G Harvey, N Tortorella, M M Martin, D Cincotta, Mrs C M Mayne, C D McGuire, J B Williams, M C Clayworth, L W Chapman, S A Silvestro, P J Lowry, S Brennan, B D Cook, B Hennock & S Marr; B-Mr G Harvey (NSW); T-T J Gollan; J-M Zahra; A$270,000.

Margins: HD, HD, NK. Odds: 19.00, 0.75, 60.00.

Also Ran: Levante (NZ), Giga Kick, The Astrologist, Lofty Strike, Rothfire, Bella Nipotina, Front Page, Paulele, Argentia, Masked Crusader, The Inferno. Click for the Racing Australia chart. VIDEO.

**PIER TAKES THE NEW ZEALAND 2000 GUINEAS by TDN AusNZ**

The Darryn and Briar Weatherley-trained Pier (NZ) proved he was one of the very best 3-year-olds in New Zealand as he prevailed in a blanket finish to win the G1 New Zealand 2000 Guineas at Riccarton and in doing so handed Rich Hill Stud-based sire Proisir his third Group 1 winner.

The 3-year-old son of Rich Hill Stud resident Proisir went into the race off the back of a stylish victory in the G2 Hawke's Bay Guineas and was having his first run over 1600 metres on Saturday.

He gave his supporters some worrying moments when he was headed by Desert Lightning (Pride Of Dubai) in the straight. But to his credit, Pier kept battling on, regaining the lead to defeat the son of Pride Of Dubai by a mere 0.1l. Prowess, who like the winner is also by Proisir, finished another 0.3l away in third.

Darryn Weatherley was incredibly emotional after the race and explained how much the triumph meant to him.

“That’s everything to me,” Weatherley said. “I never won a Group 1 as a jockey and that is something that irked me. “It has played on my mind for a long time, so to get one with my whole family here is a huge result and definitely the highlight of my career.”

Weatherley bred the gelding alongside Barry Wright and he said the victory was even more sweeter, having had a long association with the family.
“We bred him (along with Barry Wright) and his granddam (Naturo) ran fifth in the 1000 Guineas, so for her grandson to come out and win this one is quite special,” he said.

“He is a real character and I said during the week he would be quite happy with me at the pub. He is a beautiful horse and we are lucky to have him.

“My fingernails are gone as we were three-wide, facing the breeze in a slowly run race and I was a bit worried, but he just fought it out so well.”

**Pedigree Notes**

He is out of the winning Darci Brahma (NZ) mare La Vitesse (NZ) and she is also the dam of Marina Farina (NZ) (Contributer (Ire)) who finished runner-up earlier on the Riccarton card. La Vitesse is a daughter of multiple Group winner Naturo (NZ) (Postponed (USA)) who was injured and retired when finishing close-up in fifth in the G1 New Zealand 1000 Guineas.

Pier joins Levante (NZ), who finished a brilliant fourth in the G1 Darley Champions Sprint at Flemington, and Dark Destroyer (NZ) as individual Group 1 winners for his sire Proisir, who stands at Rich Hill Stud for a fee of NZ$17,500 plus GST.

Boasting an interesting pedigree with his sire and dam bred on the same Danehill (USA)/Century cross, Pier can count amongst his relations the Group 1 gallopers Booming (NZ) (Don Eduardo (NZ)), Electronic (NZ) (First Norman (USA)) and Sweet Idea (Snitzel).

---

**NEW ZEALAND TWO THOUSAND GUINEAS-G1, NZ$550,000, CJC, 11-05, 3yo, Open Set Weight, 1600mT, 1:36.72, gd.**

1--PIER, 57.0, g, 3, by Proisir (Aus)

1st Dam: La Vitesse, by Darci Brahma
2nd Dam: Naturo, by Postponed (USA)
3rd Dam: Rubiton's Best (Aus), by Rubiton (Aus)

1ST GROUP 1 WIN. O-B W P Wright, D R & Mrs L M Weatherley & Mr Aziz Kheir; B-D R & Mrs L M Weatherley & B W P Wright, Waikato, (NZ); T-Darryn & Briar Weatherley; J-M J Mc Nab; NZ$316,250. Lifetime Record: 4-3-1-0, NZ$419,390.

Werk Nick Rating: C+. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Click for the free Arion.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Desert Lightning, 57.0, g, 3, Pride of Dubai (Aus)--Isstoora (Aus), by High Chaparral (Ire). 1ST BLACK TYPE. 1ST GROUP BLACK TYPE. 1ST GROUP 1 BLACK TYPE. ($150,000 Ylg ‘21 NZBJAN). O-Barneswood Farm Ltd For S C Green & G C Beemsterboer; B-Mahoenui Partnership, Auckland, (NZ); T-P & D Williams; J-V A Colgan; NZ$101,750.

3--Prowess, 55.0, f, 3, Proisir (Aus)--Donna Marie, by Don Eduardo. 1ST GROUP 1 BLACK TYPE. ($230,000 Ylg ‘21 NZBJAN). O-D & J Skipper, C Skipper, A Skipper & M Schlooz; B-Hallmark Stud Ltd, Waikato, (NZ); T-R James & R Wellwood; J-R T Elliot; NZ$49,500.

Margins: SHD, NK, 3/4. Odds: 1.90, 8.50, 3.70.
Also Ran: Alfriston (Aus), Specialty, Cognito (Aus), Dynastic, Redmond, Jaffira, Malborough Bay, Charbano, Diss is Dramatic, Mr Twinkletoes, Mooloolaba. Click for the New Zealand chart. VIDEO.